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Data for approximately 43 percent of the petroleum produced onshore in the U.S. is managed
in RBDMS.
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The GWPC provides RBDMS.NET support across multiple platforms for use in the office, for
field inspection, and for industry Web access.
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This sketch shows an example of a generic oil and gas domain model.
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Inheritance access in object-oriented design can be represented by a Venn diagram.
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State-specific requirements for RBDMS.NET can be added as subclasses.
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RBDMS.NET installations should either extend or override supporting library functionality if
necessary to meet agency-specific needs.
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GWPC’s RBDMS.NET application is generally organized and rolled out by module.
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This screen capture shows a .dbml/.edmx view of Oklahoma Inspect module.
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The form display in RBDMS.NET matches the organization shown in the .dbml/.edmx view.
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The organization of the BaseBusiness2-inheriting classes and their representation in the
DynUI gives the RBDMS.NET user the ability to drill down to enter or review more detail
whenever required.
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This screen capture shows the form view when IsExpanded = False (default).
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This screen capture shows the form view when IsExpanded = True.
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Form field descriptions control the order of control placement on the page.
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This screen capture shows an example of a form view section display.
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This screen shot shows an example of a ListView section.
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This screen capture shows an example .dbml/.edmx view from the Bond module.
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This screen capture shows the result of adding a table to the .dbml/.edmx view of Bond
module in the example.
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For each * _UI.xml file, set the Build Action property to Content and the Copy to Output
Directory property to Copy if newer to add the file to the correct installation folder.
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This screen capture shows example results for adding a new sub tab to the RBDMS.NET user
interface.
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This screen capture shows the result in the user interface after adding validation logic.
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This screen capture shows the result of adding the example BondFineDate table to the .dbml.
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This screen capture shows an example of the tracked changes display in the RBDMS.NET user
interface.
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RBDMS.NET uses current .NET technologies and support features.
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The eNotify data structure underlies the RBDMS Notifications module.
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About the Ground Water Protection Council (GWPC)
The GWPC’s mission as a national association of state ground water and underground injection control
agencies is to promote the protection and conservation of ground water resources. The GWPC’s Risk
Based Data Management System (RBDMS) provides outreach to regulatory agencies and industry
operators in data management strategies for understanding and mitigating the environmental risk
factors inherent in the fossil-fuel and mineral extraction technologies. As a result of this work, the GWPC
has established a long history of working with regulatory agencies on policy and process issues.
The GWPC began developing RBDMS in 1994 and has been continuously expanding and improving its
form and function in response to user feedback, technological changes, and newly emerging statutory
requirements nationwide. Thus, RBDMS has been a platform for continuous innovation in easing data
exchange between agencies and between
agencies and industry operators. Since the
program’s inception, the overarching goals of
the GWPC’s RBDMS initiative have been
threefold:


To enable states to collect the baseline data
needed for informed regulatory decisions
that protect the environment.



To reduce the cost of information exchange
across state and jurisdictional boundaries,
with industry operators and their thirdparty laboratories, and with the public.



To help agencies reduce their operating
expenses while increasing staff efficiency
through automated workflows for
regulatory permit and other form
processing.

EXHIBIT 1.

Data for approximately 43 percent of the petroleum
produced onshore in the U.S. is managed in RBDMS.

The GWPC’s RBDMS program is now a national standard for managing oil and gas activity and evaluating
the risk to source water posed by fossil fuel and mineral extraction operations (see Exhibit 1). Many of
the components of the RBDMS software are common throughout the 23 installations across the United
States (22 states and the Osage Nation). RBDMS includes functionality and workflow automation to
assist agency staff in performing the following duties across multiple platforms from an integrated data
management repository (see Exhibit 2):








Manage operator and bonding information.
Track multi-lateral well locations and construction details.
Assess area of review impacts of UIC wells to protect USDWs.
Track production and injection activities, including royalties and maintenance fees.
Manage permitting and associated fees.
Inventory surface facilities.
Schedule hearings, issue orders, and record decisions.
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Track field inspection, compliance, and enforcement programs and complaint and spill
investigations.
Analyze data through an integrated GIS and generate reports on demand.

The interaction of RBDMS member-agencies and
stakeholders through the GWPC’s management has
produced a whole community of user-based support.
Ongoing RBDMS development, legacy data conversion and
migration, and system setup efforts in multiple states are
overseen by the GWPC Board of Directors through its RBDMS
Technical Committee, and a four-state Steering Committee,
making RBDMS program history one of collaborative success.
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eForm Web

Data Mining Web

Agency

The GWPC’s approach to increasing data availability through
the RBDMS and its Web interfaces focuses on partnering with
federal and state agencies, industry groups, and citizens.
Developing and sustaining a family of RBDMS e-commerce
applications that have specific purposes for water resources
protection and oil and gas regulation depends on such
partnerships. Along the way in its evolution of RBDMS, the
GWPC’s RBDMS Technical Committee, a users’ group whose
participation is drawn from multiple agencies, has produced
multiple XML schemas for two-way batch data exchange
between agencies and industry, including the WITSMLcompliant well lifecycle schema, the eReport schema for
production and injection reporting, and various EPA WQXcompliant schemas.

Desktop

The RBDMS program has morphed since its inception from an Access version 1.1 application through
client-server (Access/SQL Server) configurations. The GWPC is now in the process of updating RBDMS to
current .NET technologies. Compared to the Classic RBDMS
configuration, the .NET platform update is attractive for
several reasons: (1) the scalability and performance gains
made possible by the updated data model and (2) the ability
to abstract the user interface from the data structure for a
true n-tier configuration that offers greater flexibility in
specifying state-specific, yet reusable, data validations and
automated notifications.
RBDMS











































 = New/In progress  = Deployed
EXHIBIT 2.

RBDMS is supported by an agency-to-agency peer network
The GWPC provides RBDMS.NET
support across multiple platforms for
and a panel of consultants tapped through help desk
use in the office, for field inspection,
referrals. In addition to telephone and remote [Terminal
and for industry Web access.
Services and/or Virtual Private Network (VPN)] help desk
support, GWPC provides user support, code sharing, and
development updates through peer-to-peer networking, bi-annual training meetings, open-attendance
weekly conference calls, and a Microsoft SharePoint Services Web site for registered users. RBDMS has
won the following national awards:


2001 U.S. DOE Energy 100 Award. This award recognized RBDMS for Class II injection wells as one of
the 100 best scientific and technological accomplishments since DOE’s creation in 1977.
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2010 Outstanding Achievement Finalist, Government-to-Business, National Association of State
Chief Information Officers: Awarded to eForm, an RBDMS Web interface.



2011 Innovations Award, Council of State Governments. Awarded to eForm.

This white paper addresses the technical considerations inherent in defining a multiple-developer
framework approach to RBDMS.NET installations nationwide that will preserve core RBDMS module
functionality. In addition, the paper recommends programming techniques and a change management
process that will ensure the integrity of code and preserve backward compatibility. The paper also
identifies areas of application extensibility and offers suggestions for the use of collaboration tools in
ongoing program support.

Historical Perspective and Approach to the Updated RBDMS
Domain Model
The conventional method of programming used in the Microsoft Access-based Classic RBDMS program is
referred to as procedural programming. A fundamental flaw of procedural programming is that global
variables can potentially be accessed (and updated) by every part of the program. The effect on large
programs like Classic RBDMS is that they then become unmanageable through repeated customization
efforts. The reason for this decline into unmanageability is that no module (defined as a group of
program code related to a specific technical area of data management) that accesses a global variable
can be developed and understood independent of other modules that also access that global variable.
This means that the process of copy, pasting, and changing code is destined for steadily decreasing
manageability. The early less-than-wholly-successful attempts to introduce RBDMS agency “flavors” to
preserve a Classic core while servicing agency specificity speaks to this failure of Access.
Other issues surrounding the procedural programming and formatting of Classic RBDMS that led to
steadily decreasing performance included the fact that the Access user interface could not be abstracted
from the data structure. The Access database .adp format required the use of Microsoft’s component
object model (COM) and Windows, offered poor support for e-commerce and poor scalability, and it did
not support distributed systems. Because the .adp format was not a multi-tier development system, all
of the programming took place in the database. Additionally, agencies have reported that intensive use
of Access across local area networks results in “traffic noise” that significantly slows response time.
Opening SQL Server tables in the Access environment, an old habit that the developers have observed
some agency database administrators indulging, also dirties the SQL table indexes, introducing Access
artifacts in the RBDMS back end.
Moving the old-style programming methods used for Classic RBDMS forward has depended on moving
toward a framework approach within the RBDMS problem domain, i.e., the regulation oil and gas
extraction and processing activities and associated environmental impact monitoring and remediation.
From a software engineering perspective, the domain model also identifies the relationships among all
the entities within the scope of the problem domain and their attributes.
In software engineering, a “problem domain” is modeled by defining how the application will be used.
For example, for RBDMS, a user logs into the application and creates an Entity (Client) record for a well
operator. The user then creates a permit record associated with the operator, which, upon save of the
permit record, creates a well lateral record associated with a well. State-specific rules may require the
user to create a bond record that is associated either with the operator or the permit before the well
record is created by the application.
These generic requirements can be used to extract the core objects of the application. These objects
have interwoven associations that can be visualized in a domain model diagram like that in Exhibit 3.
3
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The domain model offers an image of the part of the regulatory world that is relevant to RBDMS. This
exercise quickly leads to application design steps of specifying keys, foreign keys, methods, and other
attributes in an object-oriented design and development approach to application buildout.
An application framework represents the foundation and structure required to address these processes
through mechanisms that are generalized to a point that they have no specific implementation within
the problem domain. For
example, the [transfer well]
Company/Last Name
Entity
First Name
process within RBDMS.NET
Writes
Address
Role
follows these rules:


In every agency, a well
has an operator.



In some states, wells are
placed on bonds.



In other states,
operators may have
blanket bonds.



User

User name
Password
(Role, Rights)

Writes

Guarantor
Bond Amount
Bond Instrument

Bond

Queries

Associations

Permit
Writes

In all cases, there is
some way of knowing if a
well is bonded by an
operator.

Writes

Well

Report

Permit Type
Operator
Bond
Well
Permit Stipulations

Well Type, Status
Location
Operator
Bond
Well
Permit
Constructs

For a framework treatment of
the RBDMS domain, enough
EXHIBIT 3.
information is needed to
This sketch shows an example of a generic oil and gas domain model.
perform the basic process: a well
needs an operator property and a bond property, and the user needs to be able to associate wells to
bonds and determine whether a well is bonded by an operator. The RBDMS framework must define the
most general case for this process where bonding is at the operator or the well level. Then the
programmer can implement that feature or allow override where minor variations of those cases are
required.

Programming Techniques Relevant to RBDMS.NET
Basic Concepts of Object-Oriented Development
Object-oriented programming enables software engineers to create applications that can be readily
comprehended and shared with others. Unlike more traditional programming methods that are based
on concepts such as data flow or mathematical logic, object-oriented programming directly models the
application. Object-oriented programming is done in a language such as Visual Basic.NET that supports
such features as encapsulation, inheritance, polymorphism, message passing, and late binding.
Although the concepts of polymorphism, message passing, and late binding are germane to the
development of a .NET implementation of RBDMS, the topics of critical importance to understanding the
RBDMS.NET architecture design are encapsulation and inheritance. Classes and objects are basic
concepts in object-oriented programming. Simply put, a class is a blueprint for an object. When you
create an instance (instantiate) of an object, you use a class as the basis for how the object is built. In
other words, a class is a definition, and an object is an instance of a definition. Classes contain fields,
properties, events, and methods.
4
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Encapsulation, or information hiding, protects against some other, unrelated part of the program from
accidentally modifying or incorrectly using the private code and/or data outside an object. This ability is
important in the proposed development of RBDMS.NET in terms of maintaining base modules that can
receive timely updates.
Inheritance implies at least two classes: one class plays the role of parent and the second class plays the
role of child. A parent class is also referred to as a superclass, and a child class is also referred to as a
subclass. In simple terms, inheritance in Visual Basic .NET means that a child gets a copy of everything
found in a parent plus anything the developer adds to that child. Technically, a child gets a copy of the
data and access to the methods, but for simplicity, we think of child classes as getting their own copy of
everything. This does not mean that a child can directly access every member inherited from the parent;
access rules still apply. The child gets a copy of everything, but can directly access only public, protected,
and friend members of a parent. Because private
members represent implementation details, a child
class usually interacts with private members indirectly
via public, protected, or friend members.
The child class shown in Exhibit 4 is a replica, plus
something additional, of its parent. From the child-asconsumer perspective, the child in Exhibit 4 is
concerned only with the members not in the Private
section of the parent class.
Given two classes, one playing parent and the other
child, only a single statement needs to be added to
indicate inheritance in Visual Basic.NET:

EXHIBIT 4.

Public Class Parent

Inheritance access in object-oriented design can
be represented by a Venn diagram.

End Class
Public Class Child
Inherits Parent
End Class

Extending the Concepts to a Total
Application Architecture
Applying the concepts of object-oriented programming
to RBDMS.NET carries extensive implications for
achieving several overarching goals for the application:


Reusing code



Instituting version control with backwards
compatibility



Maintaining compatible side-by-side deployment
of base RBDMS and agency-specific RBDMS
modules.

A simple illustration of how this concept works is
presented in Exhibit 5.

5
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State-specific requirements for RBDMS.NET can be
added as subclasses.
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Moving from the Access environment to the .NET platform involved re-thinking much of the
methodology used previously. By extending the concept of sub-classing RBDMS modules to achieve
agency specificity while preserving version control and the other aims of a common application, the
developers have evolved the application architecture that is shown in Exhibit 6. The n-tier structure in
Exhibit 6 includes the database, data access, business rules, and presentation layers as distinct
application tiers. These tiers are supported through multiple supporting libraries.
In the context of RBDMS.NET, core is defined:


By the data structure, which is loosely
coupled to the data access layer.



By the data access layer, which is even
less loosely coupled to the presentation
layer.



RBDMS.NET Structure
December 2012
Base RBDMS Module Executable
Top-level presentation layer

RbdmsWpf

By the middle-tier objects that can
support built-in validation logic and
security methods.

Presentation Layer
Includes forms and reports

Each of the code libraries is discussed in the
section titled Bases Code Libraries.

RbdmsWpfControlsBase

Structure of the RBDMS.NET
Framework

Base Module Data Access & Business Logic
Typed datasets with extended agency-specific functionality,
data validations, data managers w/Db data adapters that
govern reading and writing records, referential integrity,
transactional logic, and query language

A software framework is defined as a universal,
reusable platform. For RBDMS.NET, this includes
(1) data model, (2) the base code libraries, (3) the
application programming interface (API), in this
case the dynamic user interface (dynUI), (4) the
WinAdmin.NET support program, and (5) the
compiler (Visual Studio.NET) and support toolsets
such as Report Server. This framework comprises
a minimal set of objects for RBDMS to exist.

RbdmsDAL

Rbdms
Database

EXHIBIT 6.







Supporting Libraries:
DynamicUIClass
RBDMS_GIS
RbdmsBase
RbdmsBaseBusiness
RbdmsConfig

Using a framework approach makes developing
RBDMS.NET installations should either extend or
agency-specific installations faster and more
override supporting library functionality if necessary to
efficient and yields a common base for code that
meet agency-specific needs.
has been re-factored to best serve many users.
The current development environment now
includes a robust set of base functionality that actually represents the rules for working within the
application that reflects the way agency users work. The framework includes the common functionality
that we know agencies need to support their generic business processes and then allows points of
demarcation for sub classing to provide the flexibility required to extend state-specific modules.

6
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Data Model
RBDMS.NET has a modular organization that follows the domain model (see Exhibit 7). The GWPC
developers typically build the finished application in an order that is roughly bottom-up, as shown in the
sketch.
July 2012
Inspections

Compliance

Geology

Surface
Facilities

Hearings
Orders
Payment

Construction**
Includes Loc, Casing,
Cement

UIC**

Well**

GIS**

Prod**

Bond

Entity**

Forms/
Correspondence
Tracking

Administrative**

Key:

Reporting
Error and
Navigation
Filtering
(Data
Menu
Security exception
**Necessary for e-commerce
mining)
handling
Green: Iteration 1
Blue:
Iteration 2
Red:
Iteration 3
Orange: Iteration 4
Notes: Color keying does not reflect possible timing of debugging requirements.

Permit**

Data
access
layer

EXHIBIT 7.

GWPC’s RBDMS.NET application is generally organized and rolled out by module.

As mentioned previously, the .NET data structure was adopted because, especially for Internet
applications, it is more scalable than Classic RBDMS. It better supports Entity Framework for autogenerated Create, Read, Update, Delete (CRUD) procedures (security). It offers greater freedom to track
more highly nuanced object relationships (e.g., multiple addresses per role). For internal applications, it
handles linkages much better (e.g., keys do not change in cascade events). Attributes of the data
structure are discussed in the section titled Migration to RBDMS.NET, and a top-level table structure is
presented in the appendix.

Base Code Libraries
Previously, “expanding the core” literally meant “adding a field to a table.” Today, “expanding the core”
means that, when one state adds functionality desirable elsewhere, then that capability is sharable with
other RBDMS installations through updates to base editors. Current examples of improvements recently
made that are being rolled back to earlier installations include the ability to have option settings on Find,

7
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the ability to filling grids asynchronously through stored procedures, the ability to add more
sophisticated client-side data validations and page styling, and the accommodation of workflows and
interoperability with diverse applications such as eForm and legacy applications. For example,
RbdmsBase represents a set of base application functionality related to reports, filters, and security.
Emphasis in the design and development of the RBDMSbase.dll was on flexibility and inclusiveness. Each
module was optimized for the .NET environment to carry the functionality now enjoyed by the full set of
RBDMS users into the parent classes designed for the base RBDMS.NET modules.
The following hierarchy of .dll libraries (see Exhibit 6) in the released RBDMS source code fulfills
important functionality in core RBDMS.NET. The following libraries should be edited for agency
specificity:


RbdmsWpf: The top-level user interface.



RbdmsWpfControlsBase: The user interface except for the top-level presentation layer
(RbdmsWpf).



RbdmsDAL: This data access layer (DAL) library extends the BaseBusiness object, which controls
base data access and business rules and contains state-specific implementations of application
objects (Entity, Well, Permit, etc.).



RbdmsDAL_EF: This library exists in MS RBDMS.NET code as an extension of RbdmsDAL and was
used to update the Financial Module to Entity Framework.

The following supporting libraries should be referenced in state-specific implementations of RBDMS.NET
and should not be edited outside of the change management process. If necessary, the behavior of
objects in these libraries should be extended or overridden through a state-specific layer. However,
there has been no need to edit or to change these libraries to date. They are maintained as the lowest
levels of core RBDMS.NET, and their code distribution is managed by the GWPC.


DynamicUIClass: Generates the WPF UI from the *_UI.xml files (see the section titled Application
Programming Interface: The Dynamic User Interface for more information).



RBDMS_GIS: This GIS library reads .config files, sets up GIS, and performs map functions.



RbdmsBLL: This library is in the process of being deprecated as a result of the update to Entity
Framework. It is used for security and reports.



RbdmsBLLBase: This library is in the process of being deprecated as a result of the update to Entity
Framework. It is used for security and reports.



RbdmsDALBase: This library is in the process of being deprecated as a result of the update to Entity
Framework. It is used for security and reports.



RbdmsBase: This library includes all base application types for entity details, filters, reporting.



RbdmsBaseBusiness: This is a standalone library that contains basic data validation helpers. It is
extended in RbdmsDAL.dll.



RbdmsConfig: Almost all aspects of RBDMS.NET use this standalone library, which allows
configuration settings to be shared from the top project down through supporting libraries.



RbdmsWinBase.dll: This library is used in RBDMS WinAdmin.NET.

8
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Other base libraries:


RbdmsWebBase.dll: This library is used in the RBDMS Data Mining and eForm applications to render
reports.



GWPC.Rules.Engine.dll: This library is used to code data validations and business rules in eForm. It is
an extension of Microsoft’s Windows Workflow Foundation tools.

While each agency is unique in terms of the details of its industry oversight requirements, the many
commonalities shared by the RBDMS user base are the reason this design technique holds such promise.
Designing parent classes that are supersets of the functionality each RBDMS user agency requires for
each module will give the agencies the opportunity to use the base functionality required and then,
where necessary, to extend or override the base module functionality to meet agency-specific data
needs.
The XML comments for all non-private methods and properties should be documented, reviewed, and
then published with Sandcastle (http://shfb.codeplex.com/). This task is outstanding, pending available
funding.

Application Programming Interface: The Dynamic User Interface
In the course of developing the RBDMS.NET user interface, the developers formulated the Dynamic User
Interface (DynUI). The DynUI is a technique of generating database data entry/view screen forms from a
combination of external XML files and the schema of the underlying database. The benefits of this
technique are multi-layered. One immediate effect is that specifying the forms becomes much easier by
following the database schema flow. The technique also enforces a common look and feel throughout
the RBDMS family of applications by restricting the user interface to standard (within RBDMS) welldefined elements. Using the DynUI approach also makes it easier for the developer to modify the
screens by simply changing the external XML files without recompiling the application. When the
application development is complete, the files can be converted into resources so that they cannot be
changed or modified by the end user.
Changing the UI without recompiling may prove to be useful over the lifetime of the RBDMS application
in routine matters such as changing the order of fields, hiding or showing fields, or changing their
characteristics (for example, making a field read-only).
In an RBDMS.NET installed location, the DynUI XML files are contained in the DynamicUIXml folder
below the directory containing the executable RBDMSWpf.exe file. If the DynUI XML files are saved as
Resources instead of Content in the project code, then they do not appear in the DynamicUIXml folder.
The DynamicUIXml folder contains a number of XML files called *_UI.xml, where * is the name of the
table (BaseBusiness2-inheriting class) being displayed, with an -s added (pluralized). For example, the
table IncidentVolume would have a corresponding IncidentVolumes_UI.xml DynUI file.
Hiding an entire screen is possible just by removing the corresponding DynUI XML file from the
application or by setting a property in the XML file. However, adding a new screen is not normally
possible just by changing the XML, since the screens correspond directly to the database schema as
visually designed in the Visual Studio.NET Object Relational Designer (O/R Designer), the LINQ-to-SQL
(.dbml) /Entity Framework (.edmx) designer.
Therefore, the O/R designer is used to show tables and the relationships between tables (one-to-many,
one-to-one, etc.). The DynUI then displays the data on the screen using these tables and relationships.
The O/R designer can represent not just tables, but any inheritor of the BaseBusiness2 class.

9
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For example, you might have several different ways to look at an Entity table, such as Officer or Branch
Office. Even though they use the same underlying table (Entity), they can have their own class in the
Visual Studio O/R designer. Each class behaves like an independent table in the DynUI. This means that,
in the following descriptions, anywhere a table is described, that table could be represented as a class. A
sample view of the O/R designer for the Oklahoma RBDMS.NET Inspect module is shown in Exhibit 8:

EXHIBIT 8.

This screen capture shows a .dbml/.edmx view of Oklahoma Inspect module.

Each main screen in RBDMS starts with a table (BaseBusiness2-inheriting class); for example, Entity,
Well, or Inspect. Related sub tables are shown as tabs below the main table. In the image below, Inspect
is the main table with sub tables InspectDates, InspectLease, InspectSWD/UIC, InspectMIT, InspectH2S,
and InspectPhotos. Each of these tabs can then have sub tabs, if they have sub tables.
The screen capture in Exhibit 9 shows the Inspection main form, with the MIT tab showing, with three
MIT inspections. This shows at a glance what MIT inspections have been performed.

10
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EXHIBIT 9.

The form display in RBDMS.NET matches the organization shown in the .dbml/.edmx view.

When the Builder
button is clicked, the detail form for the MIT inspection will then display as
shown in Exhibit 10. This example shows that, in general, the fields in a table can be displayed in either a
form view or in a tabular view (list view). The DynUI XML files drive both views.

11
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EXHIBIT 10.

The organization of the BaseBusiness2-inheriting classes and their representation in the DynUI gives the
RBDMS.NET user the ability to drill down to enter or review more detail whenever required.

About the DynUI XML Structure
The DynUI XML is organized into two main sections: a <RBDMS_UI_FormView_Description> section, and
a <RBDMS_UI_ListView_Description>. The Form View section instructs the application how to display
the table in a form, and the List View, how to display the table in a list.
Sometimes a table will have just a FormView, or just a ListView, or both. For example, the main table
(e.g., Entity, Well, Inspect), will normally only have a FormView and not a ListView. Subtables usually
have both, although sometimes only a ListView, if no form expansion is needed.

RBDMS_UI_Description
The element <RBDMS_UI_Description> contains attributes that control the overall functionality of a
table-sub table view, and these are described in the following subsections.

SubTabOrder: Space-delimited String


Names of EntitySets in order or desired appearance in tabs. Excluded names are included after
the included names. Used to prioritize certain tabs.

The SubTabOrder is used to change the order of the tabs of the sub-tables. For example:
<RBDMS_UI_Description Name="WellEditor" SubTabOrder="EntityOfficers Communications
Addresses EntityAddresses
EntityAffiliates" xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/winfx/2006/xaml/presentation">
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will have these tabs:

while
<RBDMS_UI_Description Name="EntityEditor" SubTabOrder="Addresses Communications
EntityAddresses EntityOfficers
EntityAffiliates" xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/winfx/2006/xaml/presentation">
will have these tabs:

OneToOneRelationsToDisplay: Comma-delimited String


Names of entity types that are on the one side of a one-to-many relationship with the Entity for
which this UI Description is used that will be displayed. (Normally, the one side is not displayed).

This allows the designer to specify a LINQ entity that can be referred in an .xml file that controls the
many side of a one-to-many relationship or a one-to-one relationship. Without this, you cannot refer to
fields on the one side of a one-to-many relationship if the XML file is displaying the many side. For
example, if you are displaying Construct records for a well, you can't refer to any of the fields in the Well
record in the Constructs_UI.xml file. For example, if you want to show the Well.LeaseName field in the
Constructs Form View, you would add the following:
<RBDMS_UI_Description Name="WellConstruct" Label="Construction
Records" OneToOneRelationsToDisplay="Well" xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/winfx/2
006/xaml/presentation">
Then in FormFieldDescriptions,
<FormFieldDescription Label="Lease:" Type="Label" Row="6" Column="3" />
<FormFieldDescription Field="Well.LeaseName" Type="TextBox" Row="6" Column="4" />

RemoveObservableCollections: Comma-delimited String


Names of entity types that are on the many side of a one-to-many relationship with the Entity
for which the UI Description is used that will not be displayed.

This allows you to remove (not display) a table on the many side of a one-to-many relationship. It is also
possible to do this by simply not providing a UI.xml file for the table, but this method is preferred. For
example, you might have a relationship of Construct->ConstructDates where Construct can have many
ConstructDate records. If, for some reason, you not want to display the dates, use
RemoveObservableCollections to make sure that the ConstructDates tab will not be displayed, as
follows:
<RBDMS_UI_Description Name="WellConstruct" Label=" Construction
Records" RemoveObservableCollections="ConstructDates" xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.co
m/winfx/2006/xaml/presentation">
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Form View
The Form View controls how the table is displayed as a form. The RBDMS_UI_FormView element
controls overall aspects of the FormView. The RBDMS_UI_FormView_Description attributes are defined
as follows:

 IsExpanded:


Boolean
True: Expand the subform initially.
False (default): Collapse the subform initially.

o
o

In a List view, a Builder
button expands a list entry so the user will see the form view of the list
entry as soon as it is clicked. For example, when IsExpanded = False (default), the EntityOfficers displays
as shown in Exhibit 11:

EXHIBIT 11.

This screen capture shows the form view when IsExpanded = False (default).

If IsExpanded = True, when the Builder
button is pressed, the sub form displays as shown in Exhibit
12. This can be useful if you want to make sure the user sees all of the data immediately, instead of
having to press the

Click here to show/hide data form button.

 ShowExpander:


Boolean
o
True (default): Show the expander button.
o
False – do not show the expander button.

The ShowExpander is used to hide the
Click here to show/hide data form button. It is usually used
to avoid showing this button in the topmost table.
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EXHIBIT 12.

This screen capture shows the form view when IsExpanded = True.

FormGrid Definition
The Grid Definition defines the rows and columns of a form. It is exactly the same as a XAML grid
definition. This allows you to define the size and number of rows and columns. Later, the row and
column number are used in each element to place them on the form. Generally, for the topmost form,
RBDMS.NET uses a fairly simple layout of five columns and as many rows as is needed:
<Grid Margin="5,0,5,10" >
<Grid.ColumnDefinitions>
<ColumnDefinition/>
<ColumnDefinition/>
<ColumnDefinition Width="5"/>
<ColumnDefinition/>
<ColumnDefinition/>
<ColumnDefinition/>
</Grid.ColumnDefinitions>
<Grid.RowDefinitions>
<RowDefinition/>
<RowDefinition/>
<RowDefinition/>
<RowDefinition/>
<RowDefinition/>
<RowDefinition/>
<RowDefinition/>
<RowDefinition/>
</Grid.RowDefinitions>
</Grid>
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Hint: Define more rows than you actually need (maybe 3 times more), and skip rows when adding UI
elements. This way, you can later easily add elements without having to renumber the row number for
many UI elements. If there is nothing in a row, it collapses.

Form Field Descriptions
The UI elements such as labels, text boxes, combo boxes, etc., are added in the form field descriptions.
The full specification of each of these UI Elements is in the topic titled Dynamic UI Element Types. For
example, a simple label and a text box that shows the contents of the Operator field in the Wells table:
<FormFieldDescription Label="Operator Number:" Type="Label" Row="2" Column="2" />
<FormFieldDescription Field="Operator" Type="TextBox" Row="2" Column="3"/>
The Row and Column assignments place the Label in Row 2, and Column 2, and the TextBox in Row 2,
Column 3. The result is shown in Exhibit 13.

EXHIBIT 13.

Form field descriptions control the order of control placement on the page.

The following attributes are common to all FormFieldDescription elements:

 Column:



Integer
The column the field goes in.
 ColumnSpan:
 Integer
 (Default=1)
 The number of columns that the field spans.
 Row:
 Integer
 The Row the field goes in.
 RowSpan:
 Integer
 (Default=1)
 The number of rows that the field spans.
An example of a fairly simple FormView section follows:
<RBDMS_UI_FormView_Description ShowExpander="False">
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<Grid Margin="5,0,5,10" >
<Grid.ColumnDefinitions>
<ColumnDefinition/>
<ColumnDefinition/>
<ColumnDefinition Width="5"/>
<ColumnDefinition/>
<ColumnDefinition/>
<ColumnDefinition/>
</Grid.ColumnDefinitions>
<Grid.RowDefinitions>
<RowDefinition/>
<RowDefinition/>
<RowDefinition/>
<RowDefinition/>
<RowDefinition/>
<RowDefinition/>
<RowDefinition/>
<RowDefinition/>
</Grid.RowDefinitions>
</Grid>
<FormFieldDescriptions>

<FormFieldDescription Label="Nature of Complaint" Type="Label" Row="1" Column="0" />
<FormFieldDescription Field="Complaint" Type="MultiLineTextBox" Row="1" Column="1" ColumnSp
an="4" ToolTip="Explain" >
<FormFieldAdditionalAttributes>
<FormFieldAdditionalAttribute TargetXName ="ValidatedTextBox" Height="50" />
<FormFieldAdditionalAttribute TargetXName ="ValidatedTextBox" Width="500" />
</FormFieldAdditionalAttributes>
</FormFieldDescription>
<FormFieldDescription Label="Water Body Affected" Type="Label" Row="2" Column="0" />
<FormFieldDescription Field="SpillWaterBody" Type="TextBox" Row="2" Column="1" />
<FormFieldDescription Label="Fish/Wildlife Kill Reported" Type="Label" Row="4" Column="0"/>
<FormFieldDescription Field="FishWildlifeKillReport" Type="ComboBox" Row="4" Column="1" odpSo
urce="odpYesNo"/>
<FormFieldDescription Label="Last Mod. User" Type="Label" Row="5" Column="0" />
<FormFieldDescription Field ="ModifyUser" Type="ReadOnlyTextBox" Row ="5" Column="1" />
<FormFieldDescription Label="Last Mod. Date" Type="Label" Row="5" Column="3" />
<FormFieldDescription Field ="ModifyDate" Type="ReadOnlyTextBox" Row ="5" Column="4" />
</FormFieldDescriptions>
</RBDMS_UI_FormView_Description>
Exhibit 14 shows how a FormView section is displayed.
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EXHIBIT 14.

This screen capture shows an example of a form view section display.

List View
The List View controls how a table (or LINQ class) is displayed as a list. The RBDMS_UI_ListView element
controls overall aspects of the List View.
<RBDMS_UI_ListView_Description Header="Dates" AllowExpansion="False" AllowCopy="False" AllowA
dd="True" UpdateRightName="EntityDate" IsReadOnly="False" isSingleItem="False" >
Attributes of the RBDMS_UI_ListView element are as follows:

 Header:



String
The string that will be used in the tab for this ListView.
 AllowExpansion:
 Boolean
o True (Default): Each list row will have a “Click here to show/hide data form”
button to show the form view for the row.
o

False: Does not have the

Click here to show/hide data form button.

 AllowCopy:


Boolean
o
o

True (Default): The Copy button appears in the list header. This allows you to
copy the selected record to a new record.
False: The Copy button does not appear.

 AllowAdd:


Boolean
o

True (Default): The Add button appears in the list header. This allows you to
add a new blank record.
o False: The Add button does not appear.
 UpdateRightName:
 String
 An optional value that allows you to specify an RBDMS Right name that controls
whether the entire tab will have update privileges. When specified, retrieves the
security right and uses the Update property; otherwise, uses the isReadOnly value. For
example, in the Mississippi RBDMS.NET application, a right named ApprovePermit
allows only persons with this right the ability to change the status of permit records to
Approved.
 IsReadOnly:
18
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Boolean
o
o

True: The list is forced to be read-only. This overrides any other rights.
False (Default): Normal RBDMS C,R,U,D rights apply to the list unless otherwise
specified at the control level.

 IsSingleItem:


Boolean
o
o

True: Instead of a list of items, just a single line (could even be a single column,
e.g., a Datagrid control)
False (Default): Normal list behavior of showing a list all the items.

ListColumn Definition
These column XAML definitions define column number and width. These correspond to the XAML
Grid.ColumnDefinitions. Note that no row definitions are needed, as the number of rows is determined
by the number of records in the list. An example follows:
<ListColumnDefinitions>
<ColumnDefinition MaxWidth="25" />
<ColumnDefinition MaxWidth="25" />
<ColumnDefinition MaxWidth="150" />
<ColumnDefinition MaxWidth="150" />
<ColumnDefinition MaxWidth="150" />
<ColumnDefinition MaxWidth="200" />
<ColumnDefinition MaxWidth="150" />
<ColumnDefinition Width="*" />
</ListColumnDefinitions>
Hint: Buttons are usually in columns 25 units, but the rest of the columns can be variable sizes. The last
column should be * to fill out the rest of the space in the list.

List Field Descriptions
Each column in the list should have an entry that specifies what will be displayed in that column. The
full specification of each of these UI elements is in the Dynamic UI Element Types section below.
However, several attributes re common to all ListFieldDescription elements:

 Label:



String
The label of the column.
 SortButton:
 Boolean
o True: Column is sortable.
o False (default): Column is not sortable.
 InitialSortDirection:
 String
o Descending: The column is sorted initially in descending order.
o Ascending: The column is sorted initially in ascending order.
 Column:
 Integer
 The column the field goes in.
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 ColumnSpan:




Integer
(Default=1)
The number of columns that the field spans.

In June 2013, the DynUI (and BaseBusiness2) was extended to allow for ThenBy operations on
ListFieldDescription elements. For example, to sort the Construct sub-tab by Sidetrack and then by
Completion the element was modified as follows:
<ListFieldDescription Field="SideTrack" Label="Deviation" Type="ComboBox" Column="2"
odpSource="odpConstructSideTrack" SortButton="True" InitialSortDirection="Ascending"
ThenBy="Completion"/>
Multiple columns can be included in the ThenBy attribute as a comma-delimited list. Do not include the
Field of the ListFieldElement; it is included first by default.
Example:
<ListFieldDescriptions>
<ListFieldDescription Type="DeleteButton" Column="0" ToolTip="Delete this event" />
<ListFieldDescription Field="EntityDate" Label="Event
Date" Type="CalendarComboBox" Column="1" SortButton="True" InitialSortDirection="Descending"/>
<ListFieldDescription Field="TypeDate" Label="Event
Type" Type="ComboBox" Column="2" odpSource="odpEntityDateTypeDate" />
<ListFieldDescription Field="Comment" Label="Comment" Type="TextBox" Column="3" ColumnSpan
="1" />
<ListFieldDescription Field="ModifyUser" Label="Last modified
by" Type="ReadOnlyTextBox" Column="4" />
<ListFieldDescription Field="ModifyDate" Label="Last modified
on" Type="ReadOnlyTextBox" Column="5" />
</ListFieldDescriptions>
An example of a complete ListView section follows:
<RBDMS_UI_ListView_Description Header="Volumes">
<ListColumnDefinitions>
<ColumnDefinition MaxWidth="25" />
<ColumnDefinition MaxWidth="25" />
<ColumnDefinition MaxWidth="150" />
<ColumnDefinition MaxWidth="150" />
<ColumnDefinition MaxWidth="150" />
<ColumnDefinition MaxWidth="150" />
<ColumnDefinition MaxWidth="150" />
<ColumnDefinition Width="*" />
</ListColumnDefinitions>
<ListFieldDescriptions>
<ListFieldDescription Type="DeleteButton" Column="0" ToolTip="Delete this record." />
<ListFieldDescription Type="FormExpanderButton" Column="1" ToolTip="Expand this record." />
<ListFieldDescription Field="SourceCode" Label="Source
Code" Type="ComboBox" Column="2" odpSource="odpIncidentVolumeSourceCode"/>
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<ListFieldDescription Field="OilReleased" Label="Oil Released" Type="TextBox" Column="3" />
<ListFieldDescription Field="OilRecovered" Label="Oil Recovered" Type="TextBox" Column="4" />
<ListFieldDescription Field="WaterReleased" Label="Water
Released" Type="TextBox" Column="5" />
<ListFieldDescription Field="WaterRecovered" Label="Water
Recovered" Type="TextBox" Column="6" />
</ListFieldDescriptions>
</RBDMS_UI_ListView_Description>
The following screen shot shows the display:

EXHIBIT 15.

This screen shot shows an example of a ListView section.

Dynamic UI Element Types
About Dynamic UI Element Types
The DynUI elements are the basic field elements used to display data fields, drop-down lists, buttons,
etc. In general, the UI elements for both ListView and FormView are identical. However, sometimes
slight differences are noted. Also, XAML styles are used to specify the visual appearance of the control
(see the Styles subdirectory, file name RbdmsControlStyles.xaml).
In addition to the attributes associated with each Dynamic Element UI Type below, you can specify
FormFieldAdditionalAttributes for full access to the underlying XAML. The TargetXName must match
the resultant type of the control. The Dynamic UI Element Type does not always match the resultant
control type. For example, a TextBox Dynamic UI Type results in a ValidatedTextBox control. Where the
resultant type differs, they are specified in the example below.
<FormFieldAdditionalAttributes>
<FormFieldAdditionalAttribute TargetXName="Button" Width="50"/>
<FormFieldAdditionalAttribute TargetXName="Button" HorizontalAlignment="Right"/>
</FormFieldAdditionalAttributes>

Attributes Common to All DynUI Elements
 Type:



String
The Type of the Element (e.g., Label, TextBox, etc.) These are shown in Bold in the
element descriptions below.

 Name:



String
The name of the element. This can be used in code to reference this element. If not
supplied, then the name is created automatically from the name of the field, plus a
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prefix in this manner:









Case "label"
Return "lbl" & Regex.Replace(FD.@Label, "[^\w-]+", "")
Case "textbox"
Return "txt" & FD.@Field
Case "checkbox"
Return "chk" & FD.@Field
Case "combobox"
Return "cbo" & FD.@Field
Case "readonlytextbox"
Return "rotxt" & FD.@Field
Case "pickandview"
'//20110718 - DL - Mod to allow use of Field instead of KeyField.
Return "pav" & IIf(IsNothing(FD.@KeyField), FD.@Field, FD.@KeyField)
Case "calendarcombobox"
Return "cal" & FD.@Field
Case "multilinetextbox"
Return "mltxt" & FD.@Field
Case "reportgrid"
Return "rpt" & FD.@FilterField
Visibility:
 String
 Visible, Hidden or Collapsed
Tag:
 String
 XAML Tag property
Row: The row in the grid to place the control (unused in ListView).
RowSpan: the number of rows to span in the grid with this control (unused in ListView).
Column: The column in the grid to place the control.
ColumnSpan: The number of columns to span in the grid with this control.
Tooltip:
 String
 A string to display as the mouse pointer moves over the control. Sometimes, if this is
not explicitly specified, then the contents of the control will automatically show as the
tooltop.

Label
The Label is usually used to label input text boxes in form view. It is generally not used in ListView, but is
mostly used in FormView.


Label:
o
o



String
The text to be displayed.

Style="{StaticResource editorLabel}"
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Example:
<FormFieldDescription Label="Incident
Type:" Type="Label" Name="lblIncidentType" Row="4" Column="0"/>

TextBox
The TextBox control, which has a resultant type of ValidatedTextBox, is used to enter and display many
types of data fields. Its attributes are as follows:


MaxLength
o Integer
o The maximum length that can be entered into the text box. Useful to limit typing too
much into short fields.










Field: The database field name that will be displayed and edited.
Converter: A converter to be applied to the Field data when read and when written.
ConverterParameter: A parameter to be supplied to the converter.
Stringformat: A string format to be applied to the field data when read and written.
TargetNullValue: A value to be used if the field value is Null.
Style = editorTextBox (form) or ListeditorTextBox (List).
Width: the Width of the text box.
Tooltip: if not specified, the contents of the textbox are displayed.

Example:
<FormFieldDescription Field="SpillWaterBody" Type="TextBox" Row="2" Column="1" />

ReadOnly TextBox
The ReadOnlyTextBox, which has a resultant type of ValidatedTextBox, is always read-only.



See TextBox, above.
Style = editorReadOnlyTextBox (form) or ListeditorReadOnlyTextBox (List).

Example:
<FormFieldDescription Field ="ModifyUser" Type="ReadOnlyTextBox" Row ="5" Column="1" />
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Multiline TextBox
The MultiLineTextBox, which has a resultant type of ValidatedTextBox, has a style that allows multi-line
entry for comment fields, etc.



See TextBox, above.
Style = multilineEditorTextBox (form) or ListmultilineEditorTextBox (List).

Example:
<FormFieldDescription Field ="Comment" Type="MultiLineTextBox" Row="14" Column="1" ColumnS
pan="3" ToolTip="Notes." MaxLength="254" />

Hint: Often the size of a multi-line text box needs to be different than the default. This can be done in
this manner:
<FormFieldDescription Field="Complaint" Type="MultiLineTextBox" Row="1" Column="1" ColumnSp
an="4" ToolTip="Explain" >
<FormFieldAdditionalAttributes>
<FormFieldAdditionalAttribute TargetXName ="ValidatedTextBox" Height="50" />
<FormFieldAdditionalAttribute TargetXName ="ValidatedTextBox" Width="500" />
</FormFieldAdditionalAttributes>
</FormFieldDescription>
…giving this result (somewhat shorter):

ComboBox
The ComboBox, which is a drop-down combo box control, is normally used with refCode fields to show a
list of possible options.









DisplayMemberPath: Defaults to Description.
SelectedValuePath: Defaults to Code.
odpSource: The name of the Data Provider that returns the Description, given the Refcode.
These are in the Styles subdirectory, the RbdmsDataProviders.xaml file.
Visibility:
o String
o Visible, Collapsed, Hidden
Field: The database field.
Converter: A converter to be applied to the Field data when read and when written.
ConverterParameter: A parameter to be supplied to the converter.
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Tooltip: If not specified, the contents of the ComboBox are displayed.

Example:
<FormFieldDescription Field="IncidentType" Type="ComboBox" Name="cboIncidentType" Row="4" C
olumn="1" odpSource="odpIncidentType"/>

The refCodes lookup works as follows:
In the RBDMSDataProviders.xaml file in the \Styles folder includes the following entry:
<ObjectDataProvider x:Key="odpIncidentType" ObjectType="{x:Type RbdmsDAL:RefCode}"
MethodName="GetRefCodesByField">
<ObjectDataProvider.MethodParameters>
<system:String>IncidentType</system:String>
</ObjectDataProvider.MethodParameters>
</ObjectDataProvider>
This, in turn, calls the GetRefCodesByField method in the RbdmsDAL\Reference_BLL.vb file. In this
example, the string “IncidentType” is passed to GetRefCodesByField. This method then looks up all the
refcodes associated with “IncidentType” with this LINQ statement:
Dim q = From rc In rDC.RefCodes Select rc Where rc.Fld = fieldName Order By rc.Description

In the database, the refCodes table has entries like these:

The Description is displayed to the user (default DisplayMemberPath), while Code (default
SelectedValuePath) is returned to the application and stored in the Incident table in the “IncidentType”
field.
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Calendar ComboBox
CalendarComboBox: Resultant type toolkit: DatePicker. However if this is read-only (either by Right, or
forced), then the resultant type is a Label with editorLabel or ListeditorLabel style.


Width
o
o

Integer
The desired with of the underlying DatePicker.



Visibility:
o String
o Visible, Collapsed, Hidden



HorizontalAlignment:
o String
o Center, Right, Left






Field: The database field.
Converter: converter to be applied to the Field data when read and when written.
ConverterParameter: A parameter to be supplied to the converter.
Tooltip: If not specified, the selected date is displayed.

Example:
<FormFieldDescription Field ="InspectDate" Type="CalendarComboBox" Row="4" Column="4" ToolTi
p="Date of inspection" VerticalAlignment="Center">
</FormFieldDescription>

TimePicker
The Dynamic UI was recently expanded to include a TimePicker control from the Xceed extended WPF
toolkit, a third-party control set with royalty-free licensing for developers and users.
Properties:


AllowSpin: Gets or sets a value indicating whether interacting with the spinner will result in
increment/decrement operations.



EndTime: Gets or sets the last time listed in the control's dropdown.



Format: Gets or sets the time format displayed.
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FormatString: Gets or sets the format string used when Format is set to Custom.



IsOpen: Gets or sets a value indicating whether the dropdown is open.



ShowButtonSpinner: Gets or sets a value indicating whether the button spinner is shown.



StartTime: Gets or sets the first time listed in the control's dropdown.



TimeInterval: Gets or sets the time interval between the TimeItem items listed in the dropdown.



Value: Gets or sets the DateTime value of the TimePicker.



Watermark: Gets or sets the watermark to display in the control.



WatermarkTemplate: Gets or sets the watermark template.

Example:
<FormFieldDescription Label="Time:" Type="Label" Name="lblInspectTime" Row="8"
Column="5" />
<FormFieldDescription Field="InspectTime" Type="TimePicker" Name="tpInspectTime"
Width="95" ToolTip="Time of inspection" VerticalAlignment="Center"
TimeInterval="00:15:00.000"/>
<!--Converter="{StaticResource dateTimeToTimeString}"-->
<FormFieldDescription Type="SimpleStackPanel" Name="spInspectDate" Group="End"/>

TextBlock
TextBlock corresponds to the TextBlock XAML element. It is not available in ListView.



Text – String – The text to be displayed as a TextBlock.
Style="{StaticResource editorTextBlock}"

DeleteButton
The DeleteButton, which has a resultant type of ListDeleteButton, deletes the currently selected record.
This control displays differently in ListView and FormView.


Visibility:
o String
o Visible, Collapsed, Hidden



ImageName: The name of an image to use. If not specified, the default trashcan image is
displayed.
LabelText: The text on the button in Formview. If this is not specified, then the image is
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displayed.
ToolTip: Tooltip, defaults to “Click to Delete Record” if not specified.
RightName: Allows an RBDMS right to control whether the delete button is enabled. If the
specified Right for the logged-on user has Read permissions, then the delete button is enabled.
Margin: A margin can be specified, if not, the default is “2,2,2,2”.

Example (ListView):
<ListFieldDescription Type="DeleteButton" Column="0" ToolTip="Delete this record." />

Example (FormView):
<FormFieldDescription Type="DeleteButton" Column="3" Row="23" LabelText="Delete">
<FormFieldAdditionalAttributes>
<FormFieldAdditionalAttribute TargetXName="ListDeleteButton" HorizontalAlignment="Center" W
idth="100"/>
</FormFieldAdditionalAttributes>
</FormFieldDescription>

FormExpanderButton
The FormExpanderButton, which has a resultant type FormExpanderButton, is the Builder
that expands a row in ListView. It is not used in FormView.

button



Visibility:
o String
o Visible, Collapsed, Hidden






LabelText: The text on the button in FormView.
ToolTip: Tooltip, no default.
Style="{StaticResource editorFormExpanderButton}"
FormUIXMLFile: This allows a custom UI.xml file to be used instead of the default one.

Example:
<ListFieldDescription Type="FormExpanderButton" Column="1" ToolTip="Expand this record." />
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SaveButton
The SaveButton, which has a resultant type of SaveButton, is normally used only in FormView.


Visibility:
o String
o




Visible, Collapsed, Hidden

LabelText – The text on the button in Formview. If not specified, then a “diskette” image is
displayed instead.
ToolTip – Tooltip, no default.

Example:
<FormFieldDescription Type="SaveButton" Column="1" Row="23" LabelText="Apply Changes">
<FormFieldAdditionalAttributes>
<FormFieldAdditionalAttribute TargetXName ="SaveButton" HorizontalAlignment="Center" Width
="100"/>
</FormFieldAdditionalAttributes>
</FormFieldDescription>

PrintButton
The PrintButton is used for printing operations in either the Form View or List View.




LabelText: The text on the button. If not specified, then a “Printer” image is displayed instead.
ToolTip: Tooltip, defaults to Click to Print.
Name btnPrint: Cannot be changed. Use this name to reference this control in code. Clicks will
generate RbdmsWpfControlsBase.PrintButton.PrintEvent events in code.

Example:
<ListFieldDescription Type="PrintButton" Column="2" ToolTip="Print Letters." />

Button
The Button control is a generic button that does not have any default behavior and has to be linked to
code. Note that a button will not be visible if the form is not editable. This control is not typically used in
ListView.





Name: The XAML name that code can refer to.
Content: The text that appears in the button.
ToolTip: No default.
Margin: Defaults to 2,2,2,2.
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RightName:
o

o
o






If present, the DynUI will retrieve this right for the current user and override all other
security settings on the DynUI Element with appropriate settings based on the C,R,U,D
of the right.
If the Right has Read permissions, then it is combined with the other permissions.
If the Right does not have Read permission, then the button is disabled, no matter what
other rights are present.

Height: The height of the control.
Width: The width of the control.
ImageSource: Allows an image to be used instead of the Content.
Content: If ImageSource is not specified, then this is displayed as the button Content.

Example:
<FormFieldDescription Name="btnCreateAPI" Type="Button" Content="New
API" Row="0" Column="2" ToolTip="Create and reserve an API." Margin="13,2,2,2" />

NavigateButton
The NavigateButton is used to open a new main tab to show a main table such as Well, Entity, Bond etc.
The EditorFullName specifies the type of editor to open, and the LinkIDSource is the field that supplies
the PKey of the record that will be displayed. The TitleSource specifies the field that will provide the text
that will be shown in the tab of the new window.




ToolTip: No default.
LinkIDSource: Field that supplies the Pkey of the record that will be displayed in the specified
editor.
EditorTitleSource:
o
o



String
Field that will provide the text that will be shown in the tab of the new window.

EditorFullName: Specifies the type of editor to open.

Example:
<ListFieldDescription Type="NavigateButton" Column="0" ToolTip="View this Inspection"
LinkIDSource="PKey" EditorFullName="RbdmsWpfControlsBase.InspectEditor"
EditorTitleSource="InspectDate"/>
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CheckBox
The CheckBox is used for Boolean fields.


IsThreeState:
o Boolean.
o If set to True, allows the check box to have the three possibilities of Checked,
Unchecked, and Neither.
o Useful if you need to set a field to Null. Note that if the field is Null, the check box
initially will be in the Neither state regardless of this setting. However, the user can set
to Checked or Unchecked only if this is set to False.



ToolTip:
o
o





String.
Specifies a tooltip to show when the mouse is over the check box.

Field: The field to display.
Converter: A converter to be applied to the Field data when read and when written.
ConverterParameter: Parameter to be supplied to the converter.

Example:
<FormFieldDescription Field ="DoNotAllowWellTransfer" Type="CheckBox" Row="9" Column="1" To
olTip="Well Transfer Blocked if this is checked"/>

Pick-and-View
The PickAndView composite control is used widely in RBDMS.NET to allow the user to select and view
items from another table. For example, in the Inspection editor, a PickAndView is used to select an
Inspector from a list of inspectors. While the name of the Inspector is shown, only the PKey of the
inspector is stored in the PickAndView field.



Width: The width of the control.
ShowViewButton:
o Boolean.
o True (default): Show the View button.
o False: Do not show the View button.



ShowPickButton:
o Boolean.
o True (default): Show the Pick button.
o False: Do not show the Pick button.



ShowClearButton:
o

Boolean.
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o
o

True (default): Show the Clear button.
False: Do not show the Clear button.



AllowTypeAhead:
o Boolean.
o True (default): Enable the type ahead functionality. When the user types at least 3
characters, matching entries will appear in a dropdown.
o False: Do not enable the type ahead. This may be useful if there are too many entries
and the search response is too slow.



EntityKey:
o String.
o Name of the selected primary key data.



KeyField:
o String
o Name of LINQ property that contains the foreign key to the desired record in the
foreign table.



MaxSelectedRecords:
o Integer
o If greater than 0 is used to limit the number of selected records to MaxSelectedRecords.



TargetRecordType:
o String
o Type of Pick and View desired
 Entity: The most commonly used. Used in conjunction with RoleCode.
 Docket
 Permit
 Receipt: Actually a receipt instrument.
 Field
 Formation
 Pool
 Well: A single well
 Construct: A single lateral from a well
 Subscription



RoleCode:
o String
o Used to filter the Entity by its Role. Where you are looking up an Entity, the RoleCode
matches any Entity that has that Role.

Example:
<FormFieldDescription KeyField="InspectorKey" Type="PickAndView" Row="12" Column="1"
VerticalAlignment="Center" TargetRecordType="Inspector" RoleCode="FLDINSP" />
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In this case, the RoleCode is FLDINSP, so the entities to be displayed either by type-ahead or by the
Builder

button will be only be those that have that role.

SimpleStackPanel
The SimpleStackPanel, which has the Resultant type StackPanel, allows you to group several elements
into a group. This group then behaves as a single element in respect to positioning on a form. To form a
group, you need two of SimpleStackPanels, one at the beginning of the group with Group=”Start,”
and one at the end with Group=”End.” It is typically only used in FormView.


Visibility:
o String
o Visible, Collapsed, Hidden




Orientation: Vertical or Horizontal stacking.
Group: Set to “Start” for the beginning SimpleStackPanel, and “End” for the final
SimpleStackPanel (see the example).

Example:
<FormFieldDescription Type="SimpleStackPanel" Name="stpTaxID" Group="Start" Row="7"
Column="1" ColumnSpan="6" Orientation="Horizontal"/>
<FormFieldDescription Field ="DecryptedTaxID" Name="txtDecryptedTaxId" Type="TextBox"
>
<FormFieldAdditionalAttributes>
<FormFieldAdditionalAttribute TargetXName="ValidatedTextBox" Width="100"/>
</FormFieldAdditionalAttributes>
</FormFieldDescription>
<FormFieldDescription Type="RadioButton" Name="rbTaxID_EIN" IsChecked="{Binding
Path=IsTypeEIN,Mode=TwoWay}" Content="EIN
" xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/winfx/2006/xaml/presentation" />
<FormFieldDescription Type="RadioButton" Name="rbTaxID_SSN" IsChecked="{Binding
Path=IsTypeSSN,Mode=TwoWay}" Content="SSN
" xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/winfx/2006/xaml/presentation" />
<FormFieldDescription Type="RadioButton" Name="rbTaxID_DL" IsChecked="{Binding
Path=IsTypeDL,Mode=TwoWay}" Content="Driver's License
# " xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/winfx/2006/xaml/presentation" />
<FormFieldDescription Name="cbDLNState" Field ="DLNState" Type="ComboBox" odpSourc
e="odpState" >
<FormFieldAdditionalAttributes>
<FormFieldAdditionalAttribute TargetXName="ComboBox" Width="100"/>
</FormFieldAdditionalAttributes>
</FormFieldDescription>
<FormFieldDescription Type="SimpleStackPanel" Name="spTaxID" Group="End"/>
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ReportGrid
The ReportGrid represents a simple way to include a report in a subtab. It is normally used only in
ListView with isSingleItem=”True.”


Visibility:
o String
o Visible, Collapsed, Hidden





Report: Name of the report.
FilterField: Source of the value used to filter the report.
FilterString: A string that is used to filter the report in conjunction with FilterField.

Example:
<RBDMS_UI_Description Name="WellInjection" Label="Injection" xmlns="http://schemas.micro
soft.com/winfx/2006/xaml/presentation">
<!-- IsSingleItem makes a single line instead of a list of items. Here we want a single datagrid. ->
<RBDMS_UI_ListView_Description Header="Injection" isReadOnly="True" isSingleItem="True">
<ListColumnDefinitions>
<ColumnDefinition />
</ListColumnDefinitions>
<ListFieldDescriptions>
<ListFieldDescription Type="ReportGrid" Name="rptInjection" Column="0" Report="WellInje
ctionDynUI.xml" FilterString="WellKey=" FilterField="PKey" />
</ListFieldDescriptions>
</RBDMS_UI_ListView_Description>
</RBDMS_UI_Description>

Generic XAML Elements
If the Type of the ListFieldDescription or the FormFieldDescription is not one of the above RBDMS
defined types, the DynUI attempts to interpret it as a generic XAML control. All attributes are simply
passed through untouched. For example, an XAML Expander control follows:
<FormFieldDescription Type ="Expander" Header="Click here to
expand" IsExpanded="False" Grid.Row="5" Grid.Column="0" xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.c
om/winfx/2006/xaml/presentation" />
Note: The xmlns needs to be specified as shown in the example.

When Recompiling RBDMS.NET Is Needed
While all of the above .xml files can be manipulated without re-compiling the RBDMS.NET code, a
number of actions will require recompiling, such as adding tables or fields or relationships to the O/R
designer (the .dbml/.edmx files). As mentioned above, the .dbml/.edmx files, which mirror the schema,
define the EF objects, and subsequently, the *_UI.xml files.
The O/R designer allows developers to easily add or remove tables and relationships visually. The
resulting visual representation can be useful to see how all the tables are related. However, this visual
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relationship also generates the Entity Framework objects that are used within RBDMS.NET. Here is a
relatively simple O/R design from the RBDMS.NET Bond module:

EXHIBIT 16.

This screen capture shows an example .dbml/.edmx view from the Bond module.

For a purely fictitious and contrived example, suppose that we would like to add an additional table
called BondFine that shows the fines that have been paid for this bond (purely fictitious). In the
database, a table BondFine has a foreign key named BondKey that contains the Bond that a BondFine is
attached to by a one-to-many relationship. The following SQL script will create this table:
USE [RBDMS_PROD]
GO
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/****** Object: Table [dbo].[BondFine] Script Date: 04/11/2012 11:43:35 ******/
IF EXISTS (SELECT * FROM sys.objects WHERE object_id = OBJECT_ID(N'[dbo].[BondFine]') AND t
ype in (N'U'))
IF EXISTS (SELECT * FROM sys.foreign_keys WHERE object_id = OBJECT_ID(N'[dbo].[FK_BondFin
e_Bond]') AND parent_object_id = OBJECT_ID(N'[dbo].[BondFine]'))
ALTER TABLE [dbo].[BondFine] DROP CONSTRAINT [FK_BondFine_Bond]
GO
IF EXISTS (SELECT * FROM sys.objects WHERE object_id = OBJECT_ID(N'[dbo].[BondFine]') AND t
ype in (N'U'))
DROP TABLE [dbo].[BondFine]
GO

/****** Object: Table [dbo].[BondFine] Script Date: 04/11/2012 11:43:35 ******/
SET ANSI_NULLS ON
GO
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON
GO
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[BondFine](
[BondKey] [int] NULL,
[FinePaid] [money] NULL,
[ModifyDate] [date] NULL,
[ModifyUser] [nvarchar](50) NULL,
[Pkey] [int] IDENTITY(1,1) NOT NULL
CONSTRAINT [PK_BondFine] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED
(
[PKey] ASC
)WITH
(PAD_INDEX = OFF, STATISTICS_NORECOMPUTE = OFF, IGNORE_DUP_KEY = OFF, ALLOW_ROW
_LOCKS = ON, ALLOW_PAGE_LOCKS = ON) ON [PRIMARY]
) ON [PRIMARY]
ALTER TABLE [dbo].[BondFine] WITH CHECK ADD CONSTRAINT [FK_BondFine_Bond]
FOREIGN KEY([BondKey])
REFERENCES [dbo].[Bond]([PKey])
GO
Note: The remainder of this extended example through page 44 was developed for LINQ-to-SQL. The
process is generally the same for Entity Framework with a few exceptions.
Once the table was created, you would perform the following steps:
1. Open the Bond_DataClasses.dbml in the RbdmsDAL project.
2. Drag and drop the BondFine table from the Server Explorer – Data Connections to the O/R
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designer. Since there is already a foreign key constraint, the O/R designer will automatically set
up a one-to-many relationship to the Bond table.
The resulting O/R diagram looks like this:

EXHIBIT 17.

This screen capture shows the result of adding a table to the .dbml/.edmx view of Bond module in the
example.

The next step is to add a small entry to the Bond_BLL.vb file to make sure the LINQ objects inherit from
BaseBusiness2 (has a number of helper methods that make RBDMS.NET work properly). In this case:
Public Class BondFine
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Inherits BaseBusiness2
Private Sub BondDate_PropertyChanged(ByVal sender As Object, ByVal e
As System.ComponentModel.PropertyChangedEventArgs)
Handles Me.PropertyChanged
Me.IsDirty = True
ExecuteValidationChecks()
End Sub
Private Sub ExecuteValidationChecks()
End Sub
End Class
Next, create the UI XML file. It will be named BondFines_UI.xml and located with all the other UI.xml
files in the DynamicUIXML subdirectory. Here is a simple XML file that will display the elements in the
BondFine table for a particular Bond.
<RBDMS_UI_Description Name="BondFines" Label="Fines" xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.co
m/winfx/2006/xaml/presentation">
<RBDMS_UI_FormView_Description ShowExpander="False">
<Grid Margin="5,0,5,10" >
<Grid.ColumnDefinitions>
<ColumnDefinition/>
<ColumnDefinition/>
<ColumnDefinition Width="5"/>
<ColumnDefinition/>
<ColumnDefinition/>
<ColumnDefinition/>
</Grid.ColumnDefinitions>
<Grid.RowDefinitions>
<RowDefinition/>
<RowDefinition/>
<RowDefinition/>
<RowDefinition/>
<RowDefinition/>
<RowDefinition/>
<RowDefinition/>
<RowDefinition/>
</Grid.RowDefinitions>
</Grid>
<FormFieldDescriptions>
<FormFieldDescription Label="Last Mod. User" Type="Label" Row="5" Column="0" />
<FormFieldDescription Field ="ModifyUser" Type="ReadOnlyTextBox" Row ="5" Column="1"
/>
</FormFieldDescriptions>
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</RBDMS_UI_FormView_Description>
<RBDMS_UI_ListView_Description Header="Fines">
<ListColumnDefinitions>
<ColumnDefinition MaxWidth="25" />
<ColumnDefinition MaxWidth="25" />
<ColumnDefinition MaxWidth="150" />
<ColumnDefinition MaxWidth="150" />
<ColumnDefinition Width="*" />
</ListColumnDefinitions>
<ListFieldDescriptions>
<ListFieldDescription Type="DeleteButton" Column="0" ToolTip="Delete this record." />
<ListFieldDescription Type="FormExpanderButton" Column="1" ToolTip="Expand this
record." />
<ListFieldDescription Field="FinePaid" Label="Amount" Type="TextBox" Column="2" />
<ListFieldDescription Field ="ModifyDate" Label="Last modified
on" Type="ReadOnlyTextBox" Column="3" />
</ListFieldDescriptions>
</RBDMS_UI_ListView_Description>
</RBDMS_UI_Description>
Hint: The properties of the *_UI.xml file have to be set to Content, Copy if newer in order to end up in
the right place if you are using content files (see Exhibit 18). Alternatively, leave them as Resource if you
wish to save the data into Resources.

EXHIBIT 18.

For each * _UI.xml file, set the Build Action property to Content and the Copy to Output Directory property
to Copy if newer to add the file to the correct installation folder.

Running the program will then provide the expected result, a new tab Fines with the fields laid out as
specified:
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EXHIBIT 19.

This screen capture shows example results for adding a new sub tab to the RBDMS.NET user interface.

Adding, Editing, or Deleting Business Logic
Continuing with the example above, the BondFine class Bond_BLL.vb is also where you can add any
validation logic. Visual Studio.NET and RbdmsDAL take care of most of the basic logic needed to make
everything work properly.
For example, we can allow fines that are only less than $100, so anything entered above amount this will
cause an error. To do this, modify the BondFine ExecuteValidationChecks like this:
Private Sub ExecuteValidationChecks()
If FinePaid > 100.0 Then
Me.AddError2("FinePaid", "All fines must be less than or equal to $100.")
Else
Me.RemoveError2("FinePaid")
End If
End Sub
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The result is shown below:

EXHIBIT 20.

This screen capture shows the result in the user interface after adding validation logic.

Mousing over the exclamation mark produces the words "All fines must be less than or equal to $100."
The code examines the value of FinePaid, and calls AddError2 or RemoveError2 depending on the result.
If you are setting an error on a property that is not the one that is changing currently, AddError2 and
RemoveError2 work to perform the looping for OnPropertyChanged so that the WPF data binding
pipeline can “see” the error:



AddError2: The first parameter is the field name, and the second is the error message.
RemoveError2: The only parameter is the field name.

The following code snippet shows the use of AddError2 or RemoveError2:
If Not DataValidationRules.IsRequiredFieldPresent(Me.WellName) Then
If Me.AddError2("WellName", DataValidationRules.RequiredFieldPresentText, propName)
Then
Me.OnPropertyChanged("WellName")
End If
Else
If Me.RemoveError2("WellName", propName) Then
Me.OnPropertyChanged("WellName")
End If
End If
The following built-in validation checks with accompanying messages that you can use follow this
pattern and are defined in \RbdmsDAL\DataValidationRules.vb:







IsEmailValid
IsRequiredFieldPresent
IsRequiredStringPresent
IsInteger
IsPosInteger
IsPosNumeric

An example of their use is shown below:
Private Sub ExecuteValidationChecks()
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If Not DataValidationRules.IsRequiredFieldPresent(Me.Guarantor) Then
Me.AddError2("Guarantor", DataValidationRules.RequiredFieldPresentText)
Else
Me.RemoveError2("Guarantor")
End If
End Sub

Change Tracking
One more common programming tasks in RBDMS.NET is change tracking. When a user saves a record, it
is possible to track any changes made in the record. The developer can select some fields to track, but
opt not to track others. Tracked changes typically create a new Date record in a related table. For
example, in the example of BondFines, you may wish to track the FinePaid field to record when this has
been changed. The following example steps through this procedure.
First, create a table (called BondFineDate in this example) with a one-to-many relationship with the
BondFine table (i.e., for a single BondFine, there can be many BondFineDate records). Create this table
with the following SQL script:
IF EXISTS (SELECT * FROM sys.foreign_keys WHERE object_id = OBJECT_ID(N'[dbo].[FK_BondFin
eDate_BondFine]') AND parent_object_id = OBJECT_ID(N'[dbo].[BondFine]'))
ALTER TABLE [dbo].[BondFineDate] DROP CONSTRAINT [FK_BondFineDate_BondFine]
GO
/****** Object: Table [dbo].[BondFineDate] Script Date: 04/12/2012 22:47:00 ******/
IF EXISTS (SELECT * FROM sys.objects WHERE object_id = OBJECT_ID(N'[dbo].[BondFineDate]')
AND type in (N'U'))
DROP TABLE [dbo].[BondFineDate]
GO
/****** Object: Table [dbo].[BondFineDate] Script Date: 04/12/2012 22:47:00 ******/
SET ANSI_NULLS ON
GO
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON
GO
SET ANSI_PADDING ON
GO
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[BondFineDate](
[PKey] [int] IDENTITY(1,1) NOT NULL,
[BondFineKey] [int] NULL,
[Event] [varchar](20) NULL,
[EventDate] [datetime] NULL,
[Description] [varchar](max) NULL,
[ModifyDate] [datetime] NULL,
[ModifyUser] [varchar](30) NULL,
CONSTRAINT [PK_BondFineDate] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED
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(
[PKey] ASC
)WITH
(PAD_INDEX = OFF, STATISTICS_NORECOMPUTE = OFF, IGNORE_DUP_KEY = OFF, ALLOW_ROW
_LOCKS = ON, ALLOW_PAGE_LOCKS = ON) ON [PRIMARY]
) ON [PRIMARY]
GO
SET ANSI_PADDING OFF
GO
ALTER TABLE [dbo].[BondFineDate] WITH CHECK ADD CONSTRAINT [FK_BondFineDate_BondFi
ne] FOREIGN KEY([BondFineKey])
REFERENCES [dbo].[BondFine] ([PKey])
ON UPDATE CASCADE
ON DELETE CASCADE
GO
ALTER TABLE [dbo].[BondFineDate] CHECK CONSTRAINT [FK_BondFineDate_BondFine]
GO
In this case, the table contains these fields:
[PKey] [int] IDENTITY(1,1) NOT NULL,
[BondFineKey] [int] NULL,
[Event] [varchar](20) NULL,
[EventDate] [datetime] NULL,
[Description] [varchar](max) NULL,
[ModifyDate] [datetime] NULL,
[ModifyUser] [varchar](30) NULL,
As before, this new table must be added into the O/R designer. To do so, open the
Bond_DataClasses.dbml in the RbdmsDAL project. Next, drag and drop the BondFineDate table from
the Server Explorer – Data Connections to the O/R designer. The resulting O/R diagram now looks like
this:
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EXHIBIT 21.

This screen capture shows the result of adding the example BondFineDate table to the .dbml.

Next, add the new class to the Bond_BLL.vb as before:
Public Class BondFineDate
Inherits BaseBusiness2
Private Sub BondFineDate_PropertyChanged(ByVal sender As Object, ByVal e
As System.ComponentModel.PropertyChangedEventArgs) Handles Me.PropertyChanged
Me.IsDirty = True
ExecuteValidationChecks()
End Sub
Private Sub ExecuteValidationChecks()
End Sub
End Class
Finally, in the LINQ-to-SQL methodology, the last step was to create a BondFineDates_UI.xml so we can
see the contents of the table in the program. This step now uses a unified user interface from a custom
control.
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<RBDMS_UI_Description Name="BondFineDates" Label="Fine
Dates" xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/winfx/2006/xaml/presentation">
<!--AllowExpansion="false" prevents the form view from showing.-->
<RBDMS_UI_ListView_Description Header="Dates" AllowExpansion="False">
<ListColumnDefinitions>
<ColumnDefinition Width="25"/>
<ColumnDefinition MinWidth="140" Width="140" />
<ColumnDefinition MinWidth="140" Width="140" />
<ColumnDefinition MinWidth="140" Width="140"/>
<ColumnDefinition MinWidth="140" Width="140"/>
<ColumnDefinition MinWidth="140" Width="*"/>
</ListColumnDefinitions>
<ListFieldDescriptions>
<ListFieldDescription Type="DeleteButton" Column="0" ToolTip="Delete this event" />
<ListFieldDescription Field="EventDate" Label="Event
Date" Type="CalendarComboBox" Column="1" SortButton="True" InitialSortDirection="Descend
ing"/>
<ListFieldDescription Field="Event" Label="Previous Value" Type="TextBox" Column="2" />
<ListFieldDescription Field="Description" Label="Event
Description" Type="TextBox" Column="3" ColumnSpan="1" />
<ListFieldDescription Field="ModifyUser" Label="Last modified
by" Type="ReadOnlyTextBox" Column="4" />
<ListFieldDescription Field="ModifyDate" Label="Last modified
on" Type="ReadOnlyTextBox" Column="5" />
</ListFieldDescriptions>
</RBDMS_UI_ListView_Description>
</RBDMS_UI_Description>
Next, for the change tracking: the task is to put the previous value of the FinePaid into the Event field,
and the name of the field being tracked into the Description field.
Add the OnLoaded method to BondFine as shown below:
Public Class BondFine
Inherits BaseBusiness2
Private Sub BondDate_PropertyChanged(ByVal sender As Object, ByVal e
As System.ComponentModel.PropertyChangedEventArgs) Handles Me.PropertyChanged
Me.IsDirty = True
ExecuteValidationChecks()
End Sub
Private Sub ExecuteValidationChecks()
If FinePaid > 100.0 Then
Me.AddError("FinePaid", "All fines must be less than or equal to $100")
Else
Me.RemoveError("FinePaid")
End If
End Sub
Private Sub OnLoaded()
ChangeList = New ChangeListClass(Me)
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ChangeList.TargetTable = "BondFineDates"
ChangeList.DateColumn = "EventDate"
ChangeList.FieldNameColumn = "Description"
ChangeList.PreviousDataColumn = "Event"
ChangeList.FieldsToMonitor = New Dictionary(Of String, String)
ChangeList.FieldsToMonitor.Add("FinePaid", FinePaid.Value)
End Sub
End Class
The ChangeList class has the following properties that must be set:







ChangeList.TargetTable = "BondFineDates": TargetTable is the table to put the change tracking
information. Note that this is pluralized.
ChangeList.DateColumn = "EventDate": The date/time stamp of when this change occurred.
ChangeList.FieldNameColumn = "Description": The field in the Target Table to put the name of
the field that is changing.
ChangeList.PreviousDataColumn = "Event": The field in the Target Table to put the previous
value of the field that is changing.
ChangeList.FieldsToMonitor = New Dictionary(Of String, String): FieldsToMonitor is a Dictionary
type.
ChangeList.FieldsToMonitor.Add("FinePaid", FinePaid.Value): Add a dictionary entry describing
the field to be tracked. The first entry is the name of the field. The second entry is for a starting
value to compare against the field. Use the current value of FinePaid.

If the ChangeTrackerTrackPreviousValue application setting is set to “True,” then the previous value is
saved in the PreviousDataColumn. Otherwise, the current value is saved. Exhibit 22 shows a sample
result after making two changes and saving the record:

EXHIBIT 22.

This screen capture shows an example of the tracked changes display in the RBDMS.NET user interface.

Note: The change tracking does not track changes made during the initial creation and editing of the
FinePaid record.
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System Dates
Showing meaningful values for system dates requires the use of TranslatedComment and DateHelper. To
make a comment “translate,” add the date type (welldate, constructdate, etc.) to the TranslateDict and
then to the TranslatedComment. Then be sure that your *Date class implements TranslatedComment.
For example, the translated comment property of a *Date (WellDate, ConstructDate, etc.) has the
following structure:
Public Property TranslatedComment() As String
Get
Return RbdmsDALServices.Instance().DateCommentTranslator.TranslateComment(Me.TopDataCo
ntext, Me.GetType().Name, Me.Event, Me.Comment)
End Get
Set(ByVal value As String)
If Not RbdmsDALServices.Instance().DateCommentTranslator.IsTranslated(Me.GetType().Name,
Me.Event) Then
Me.Comment = value
End If
End Set
End Property
The above relies on the DateCommentService which exposes the following items:
Private TranslateDict As New Dictionary(Of String, List(Of String)) From { _
{"welldate", New List(Of String) From {"welltype", "wellstatus", "operator"}}, _
{"constructdate", New List(Of String) From {"lateralstatus", "completiontype"}}, _
{"permitdate", New List(Of String) From {"permitstatus"}} _
}

Public Function TranslateComment(ByRef context As RBDMSModelEntities, ByVal entityName As Strin
g, ByVal eventType As String, ByVal comment As String) As String
If String.IsNullOrEmpty(eventType) Then
Return comment
End If
Select Case entityName.ToLower
Case "welldate"
Select Case eventType.ToLower()
Case "welltype"
Return getDescriptionByFldAndCode(context, "WellType", comment)
Case "wellstatus"
Return getDescriptionByFldAndCode(context, "WellStatus", comment)
Case "operator"
If IsNumeric(comment) Then
Return RbdmsDAL.Entity.GetEntityDisplayTitleByPkey(comment)
End If
Case "addtobond"
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Throw New NotImplementedException()
Case "removefrombond"
Throw New NotImplementedException()
End Select
Case "constructdate"
Select Case eventType.ToLower()
Case "lateralstatus"
Return getDescriptionByFldAndCode(context, "WellStatus", comment)
Case "completiontype"
Return getDescriptionByFldAndCode(context, "WellType", comment)
Case "category"
Return getDescriptionByFldAndCode(context, "Cat", comment)
End Select
Case "bonddate"
Select Case eventType.ToLower()
Case "bondstatus"
Return getDescriptionByFldAndCode(context, "BondStatus", comment)
End Select
End Select
'//if we didn’t match above this is not translated
Return comment
End Function

Support Program: WinAdmin.NET
The first focus for the construction of an RBDMS.NET application must be on the underlying functionality
that any user needs the application to have if only so that it can be opened and effectively browsed. This
basic functionality is not dependent on any data structure. It includes security, menu control, reporting,
filtering, and navigation functions. The developers provided RBDMS with a robust security module by
implementing and extending Windows OS/.NET Framework security best practices. The result is granular
control of rights to the control level through a support application called RBDMS WinAdmin.NET.
WinAdmin.NET was developed for developers and database administrators to use to control multiple
Internet- and intranet-based applications, such as RBDMS, Data Mining, eReport, and eForm. Users who
are not members of the administrator or developer role should not be given access to the RBDMS
WinAdmin.NET application because its misuse could result in application malfunction, data loss, or both.
The administrative application is available as a desktop smart client application.
The application, which was developed with the .NET Framework 2.0, offers administrative control over
the following functions at the level of granularity required:







Application configuration
Security
Workflow process design
Menu management
Personalization
Filtering and reporting
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Error and exception handling

A detailed manual for using RBDMS WinAdmin.NET is available at
http://www.rbdmsonline.org/RBDMSWinAdminHelp/user.htm.

Complier and Other Toolsets
As shown in Exhibit 23, the RBDMS.NET application is now being released as a multi-tiered application
with a .NET Framework 4.5 Windows Presentation Foundation user interface, a SQL Server 2008-2012
database, an integrated
geographical information
EXHIBIT 23
system (GIS), and an Entity
RBDMS.NET uses current .NET technologies and support features.
Framework data access
Server Requirements
Client Requirements
layer. The extensibility and
• Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5
•
Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5
portability of the application
• SQL Server 2008R2 or 2012 with
•
Internet Explorer 9.0 or other upis increased by using
advanced services
version browser
separate business logic and
• IIS 7.0 or higher
•
Approximately 80 MB free disk
data access tiers to handle
• Microsoft Terminal Server and/or VPN
space for RBDMS
state-specific regulatory
• Internet Explorer 9.0 or other up•
XGA (1024 x 768) monitor or better
processes. Additional
version browser
•
MS-compatible LAN with SQL
RBDMS.NET applications that
Server
have become increasingly
Supported Interfaces
Administrator Tools
popular include public-facing
• Windows Presentation Foundation
•
Visual Studio 2010/2012
interfaces such as eForm,
• Silverlight 5
•
RBDMS WinAdmin.NET to manage
Data Mining, and
• ASP.NET
security, menus, filters, and data
eReport.NET.
• Windows Communication Foundation
validation rules
(middle-tier services)
RBDMS.NET eForm
application consists of an
integrated set of server tools
that are based on a Silverlight Web client, a Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) middle tier,
and a SQL Server intermediary database in a DMZ that is replicated to the production database behind a
firewall. Notable features include an extensive roles-based notifications and workflow processing
system to track regulatory tasks and decisions among multiple agencies.

RBDMS Data Mining is an ASP.NET application that includes the RBDMS GIS module. The RBDMS GIS
module is incorporated within the graphical user interface (GUI) for internal (RBDMS.NET) users and
Web site (Data Mining) visitors. The module abstracts the RBDMS.NET application from underlying GIS
servers such as ESRI ArcIMS (via the ArcIMS ActiveX Connector) or MapServer (via the MapScript C# API),
which are both currently supported. The module is extensible to other data sources and servers.
Internally, the RBDMS GIS module uses the MapServer MapScript C# API for a number of common
operations such as coordinate projection.
The RBDMS eReport.NET application was developed expressly to assist oil and gas operators with
monthly production and disposition reports. eReport.NET is paired with the eReport Web service,
which is a WCF layer developed to manage report upload and processing to the agency’s server through
a series of automated data quality control checks. The underlying data transfer format is based on the
eReport schema, which is now in version 3.6. The schema documentation is available at
http://www.rbdmsonline.org/xml/ver3_6Doc/eReport3_6About.html.
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RBDMS.NET applications are developed within Microsoft’s integrated development environment (IDE)
Visual Studio. Visual Studio supports IntelliSense in code editing and refactoring. The integrated
debugger works both as a source- and machine-level debugger. Other built-in tools include a forms
designer for building GUI applications, web designer, class designer, database schema designer, and a
designer for mapping between database schemas and data classes (Entity Framework). Visual Studio
also supports integration with the RBDMS developers’ choice of source and version control software,
Source Gear’s Vault. RBDMS.NET code is typically written in Visual Basic.NET although the Microsoft
Rules engine included in RBDMS WinAdmin.NET uses C#.

Migration to RBDMS.NET
Two paths are available when considering migration to RBDMS.NET: one from legacy systems and
another from the Classic version of RBDMS. For conversion from Classic, optimizing the RBDMS data
structures for use as an ADO.NET data source is expected to be a primary task. For the most part, such
optimization for current users will involve adding fields and performing data conversions and
manipulations to include the superset of RBDMS functionality in use nationwide. Conversion from other
legacy systems will require additional complex and detailed data mapping and analysis. Preserving
legacy data applications in a side-by-side implementation with RBDMS featuring two-way data flows also
can be successful, as demonstrated by the Oklahoma RBDMS.NET project. However, this approach adds
significant complexity to the data flows and should be undertaken with careful consideration of the
many possible break points.
For data translation from the Classic to the .NET model, some top-level table re-structuring will be done
and several tables added to provide greater application flexibility. This flexibility will manifest in
numerous ways. Some examples include the ability to track multiple addresses by type for each entity
role and well, to track well and form dates, well aliases, and permit workflows. One of the primary
changes that will become apparent to users in the conversion to the .NET data structure will involve
converting from the flat view of a well in RBDMS Classic to the multilateral well view of RBDMS.NET. This
change involves tracking wells by API-10 under the assumption that the 00 00 lateral always represents
a surface location and that successively assigned API 11-14 laterals represent down-hole events
(Constructs). The RBDMS database includes a set of top-level tables with a minimum set of structured
features (see appendix).
Downstream tables in legacy structures can possibly be preserved in migration projects with some
changes. For example, if applicable, indexes will be cleansed of Access artifacts, and ModifyUser field
and a ModifyDate field will be added to each table to improve change tracking. Each table also will
receive an integer primary key as a means of improving linkage handling so that keys are not changed in
database cascade events. Tables will be renamed to match RBDMS.NET conventions.
To illustrate the concepts discussed in this section, a set of data migration .sql queries, a set of quality
control/quality assurance .sql queries, and data mapping spreadsheets that document the upgrade of
the Alabama Oil and Gas Board’s Classic RBDMS to the RBDMS.NET structure are available at the
following links:
http://www.rbdmsonline.org/downloads/al/iteration1/convertIteration1Release.zip
http://www.rbdmsonline.org/downloads/al/iteration1/qaqcIteration1Release.zip
http://www.rbdmsonline.org/downloads/al/iteration1/DataMapping.xlsx
These queries cover the conversion of Classic RBDMS into the following .NET modules: Reference,
Entity-Bond, Well-BondLink-Construct-Loc, and a portion of Construct Detail.
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The variability in Classic RBDMS installations nationally must be considered in applying these translation
queries to other RBDMS.NET upgrade projects. To illustrate the degree of compatibility that might (or
might not) be expected in data translation tasks across projects, the developers tested these queries
against the Utah Division of Oil, Gas, and Mining (UDOGM) Classic RBDMS database as a part of a
current needs assessment to upgrade to RBDMS.NET. A workbook documenting the analysis of changes
that will be needed for the Alabama translation queries to move Utah data into the RBDMS.NET table
structure is available for review at
http://rbdmsonline.org/downloads/ut/NETTranslationComparisonUTRBDMS_ALRBDMS.xlsx.
The workbook shows, among other items, the requirements to accommodate data type conversions and
to handle numerous additional or changed fields between like-named tables. Furthermore, these
agencies’ Classic database installations comprise Permit modules that were developed wholly within
each agency, meaning that the translation routines will be wholly unique to each project. Therefore,
upgrading to RBDMS.NET technologies will bring these two agencies more similarity with other
RBDMS.NET installations nationally than they now have with other RBDMS Classic installations under
the status quo.

Areas of RBDMS.NET Program Extensibility
RBDMS.NET includes several areas of functionality that are meant to be extended to serve agency
specificity. These include the middle-tier services such as the notifications and rules engine; the GIS, and
the Reports module.

Middle-tier Services
eNotify Module
Where agencies use an RBDMS Web interface and RBDMS.NET, data submitted on the Web that passes
data validation and status checks can be directed to flow into the corresponding internal RBDMS.NET
module for review, if desired.
The database administrator can add the Review Task form to a Review tab in the internal application. A
LINQ query that runs when documents are submitted populates this Review page. This query reads the
template to see which tasks are associated with the form type and it populates the names of those staff
members assigned for each task. Review assignments are manual. As long as the Assigned to field is in
the template record, the data can be populated.
The table structure created for managing task data is shown in Exhibit 24. The basic flow is as follows:
1. Create eNotify objects. A variety of methods can be used to develop these eNotify objects: SQL
Server stored procedures, scheduled jobs, or .NET procedures forged in the Rule Set Editor (see
page 13). Each notify record has a user key, task name, and message.
2. The application will read the eNotify table on a scheduled request cycle and select records with
NotifyComplete = False. An email notification will be sent to the email address associated with
each UserID. The email address is specified when the users' login security information is set up
in the RBDMS WinAdmin.NET program. After an email is sent, the NotifyComplete field will be
set to True. The notice will be emailed only once.
3. Notifications are not deleted so that users can run a report of notifications at any time.
4. For an agency user to subscribe to the eForm submitted notifications, the user should be
included in the eForm role. The simplest technique for subscribing to notifications is by
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associating notifications with specific roles. Other techniques may be developed in the future to
allow users to opt in and out of specific notifications.

EXHIBIT 24.

The eNotify data structure underlies the RBDMS Notifications module.

The eFormWindowsService manages the notification module. The default location for the installation of
the ePermitWindowsService on the server is the C:\Program Files\GWPC\eFormWindowsService
directory. Before starting the service, agency staff will need to edit the
eFormWindowsService.exe.config file to update the following:


ConnectionStrings



ApplicationSettings
o

SmtpHost

o

MailFromAddress

o

MailFromDisplayName

o

SmtpUserName

o

SmtpPassword
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When the service is started it writes an entry into the computer event log to indicate that it started. The
service then creates an instance of the eFormBLL.Notify class. This service governs the eNotify
functionality.
When the Notify StartTimer function is called, the NotifyFrequency setting is read from the .config file.
The NotifyFrequency includes multiple date intervals (in decimal day units). The initial setting is for
“0.0034722,0.041667,1.” This setting represents 5 minutes, 1 hour, and 1 day, respectively. A list of
NotifyInterval objects is created for each value.
The application .config file also includes a NotifyInterval setting (Minutes). The
NotifyInterval specifies the interval in minutes between triggering the timer elapsed event.

Each time the timer elapsed event occurs, the NotifyElapsed property of each NotifyInterval object is
incremented with the elapsed time from the timer. If the NotifyInterval object’s NotifyElapsed value is
equal or greater than the NotifyFrequency, then it selects eNotify records that have a NotifyComplete of
“False” and have an eNotify.NotifyFrequency less than or equal to the current loop’s NotifyFrequency.
The eNotify object’s timer is set to use an interval (in fractional days) for querying the eNotify table. The
1-day interval starts at 12:00AM, the 1-hour intervals start on the hour, and the 5-minute intervals start
at the 5-minute interval immediately less than the current time (i.e., if the current time is 1:37AM, then
the interval will begin at 1:35AM).
The query will order the results by UserID, DueDate, and FormKey (e.g., Doc_Num). The program loops
through the query results and creates a single e-mail for each user with a table containing the eNotify
records for the user ordered by DueDate and FormKey. Each loop is wrapped in a transaction and, once
the transaction is complete, the NotifyComplete value for the records in each e-mail is set to “True.”
Agencies may choose to delete eNotify records with NotifyComplete = “True” after a month or so.

Ruleset Editor
Data fields in the RBDMS Web applications are governed by rule sets, and the Rules Editor allows
database administrators to select, assign, and chain rules in a point-and-click environment. Database
administrators can create new rules and then link the rules to either custom classes or references to
tables through the Rules Browser. RBDMS.NET applications will support adding a new rule or having
multiple rules against the same field, setting priorities, and using .NET commands, at the administrator’s
preference. The Rules Editor also can be used for extension methods including regular expression
methods, date type checks, range checks, stored procedure checks, and table checks (e.g., "check for
valid key"). Forms may be bound to both internal and external rule sets, which may define different sets
of form behaviors depending on whether the user is in a Public or Agency role.
The general procedure for using the rules engine is as follows:
1. In the Rules Editor, browse for and select the appropriate object store (.dll or .exe file). The
Rules Editor uses reflection to expose the object properties, meaning that the rules editor
“looks” at the selected object and then makes the fields available as properties.
2. Create the internal and external rule sets with VB.NET code snippets, many of which are already
available in the Rules Browser for use as models.
Using the rules engine is contingent on the presence of the table RuleSet in the database specified by
the connection string to RbdmsDMZ or RBDMS. The RuleSet table tracks, by RuleID, the name of the
rule, major and minor version numbers, the definition of the rule set, status of the rule, the path to the
assembly referenced, the name of the library, and the modify date. The Rule Set Browser includes radio
buttons to select the database location for the RuleSet table (RBDMS or DMZ). If the RBDMS database
does not contain the RuleSet table, WinAdmin.NET automatically selects the DMZ database. Additional
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information is available at
http://www.rbdmsonline.org/downloads/Training/eFormGenericAdminHelp.pdf.

RBDMSGIS
RBDMSWebGIS is the core of GIS integration with RBDMS. RBDMSWebGIS works with Access-based
RBDMS, RBDMS.NET, and RBDMS Data Mining and may be used with ArcIMS, MapServer, or another GIS
server product.
RBDMSWebGIS is a presentation layer written in ASP.NET 2.0 that communicates between RBDMS and
the GIS. The underlying GIS functionality and abstraction of GIS server products is handled by the
GISBase module. The GISBase module has been extended to work in the WPF platform, providing
desktop and stand-alone GIS capabilities to the RBDMS.NET suite of projects. Although this presentation
layer leverages other RBDMS development (RBDMSBase), RBDMSWebGIS does not require RBDMS and
can be used as a stand-alone Web-based GIS viewer.
RBDMSWebGIS is configured by means of an XML file at runtime. This feature is significant because it
allows users to add an unlimited number of configurations [e.g., different styles, tools, table of contents,
GIS server(s)] without having to modify the ASP.NET application, web.config, or GISBase.
Additional information is available at
http://www.rbdmsonline.org/downloads/Training/RBDMSWebGIS%20XML%20Configuration.pdf.

Reports
Agencies’ requirements for report output from RBDMS.NET are extensive and ongoing beyond
deployment. Therefore, the RBDMS.NET reports module was designed to be extensible, allowing
agencies to add reports and forms at need. Reports are usually defined through several components:


A data source, usually defined by a query (SELECT, WHERE, ORDER BY) run against a SQL Server
database or a data view within SQL Server. Multiple table adapters that describe a set of these
queries or views can be defined as a dataset within a Reports project in Visual Studio.NET 2008 and
2010. This dataset specifies the data source for purposes of report data binding.



A template with data fields bound to the fields exposed in the table adapter or view. The
RBDMS.NET Reports module uses Microsoft’s Report Server report definition language client (.rdlc)
templates to output forms and analytical reports. These report templates are organized into folders
in the program installation directory, which can be defined in the application configuration file. The
organization of the folders in this directory is reflected in the menu tree control within RBDMS.NET.


A filter that contains elements compatible with the query or view and that is associated with the
report parameters, the values of which may be defined programmatically by the host application or
passed from one report to another. The dynamic filtering parameters associated with each report are
defined in RBDMS WinAdmin.NET on the Edit Filters form. Administrative users can define the format
and content of individual controls used as selection criteria and then assign a (filter) name for a group
(or set) of these controls and then associate this filter with a specific report. This filter name is used as
the report parameter CollName in SQL Server Reporting Services .rdlc files. SQL Server Reporting
Services expressions can be used in the filter form field definitions.
To create a new report project, follow these steps:
1. Open Visual Studio.NET 2010 and click File | New Project. The New Project dialog box will open

and allow you to target .NET Framework versions, choose templates, and name the project. Click
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OK.
2. The Report Wizard and the Data Source Configuration Wizard will both launch. In the Choose a

Data Source Type dialog, choose Database. (Note: You must specify a data source for a report
project because this wizard will launch automatically if the project does not contain any server
connections or defined datasets. Other data sources besides SQL Server are available, but only
SQL Server connections should be used in RBDMS.
3. For the database model, choose Dataset and click Next.
4. Choose the data connection or click New Connection to configure and test the connection.
5. Save the connection and choose your database object.
At this point, you may cancel the Report wizard and proceed manually.
Once the project is established, the process of creating a report can be accomplished in eight
(compound) steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Add the report to the project.
Specify the dataset you will use to bind the report.
Add header and footer information.
Develop the report body.
Create report parameters for filtering returned datasets and linking sub reports.
Create and associate filter controls for the report.
Add the report to the application Reports menu.
Test and debug the report.

Each of these eight steps is discussed at length and with examples in the RBDMS WinAdmin.NET user’s
manual at http://www.rbdmsonline.org/RBDMSWinAdminHelp/user.htm.

Proposed Change Management Process
Process for Requesting Base Code Updates
As discussed in the section Base Code Libraries, the RBDMS.NET developers suggest that multiple .dlls be
maintained as pure reference libraries that are not to be edited outside of the change management
process that the GWPC Technical Director and the RBDMS Technical Committee oversee.
However, the pace of change in information technology is rapid, and requirements may alter
circumstances. The developers suggest that a petition process be put into effect whereby any party who
identifies such a need requests that the Technical Director add the agenda topic to a regularly scheduled
meeting of the Technical Committee. That party should then present the justification for updating such a
.dll to the Committee for review and acceptance. Once permission is granted, care must be exercised to
ensure that the following conditions are met:


Only those changes required for the specifically stated purpose are made, and those changes
should be peer-reviewed.



The upgrade does not pose a compatibility issue with existing installations, or if a compatibility
issue is posed, a description of the anticipated issues must be published and an assessment of
alternatives offered for managing the risk of upgrading.
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Existing installations are offered the opportunity to receive the upgrade, if desired, along with
an explanation of any potential benefits.

Problems and known errors will be identified, recorded, and resolved accordingly through a defined
change management process with oversight by the RBDMS Technical Committee.

Preserving Backward Compatibility
Preserving backwards compatibility during an upgrade always should be a goal. However, depending on
the nature of the required update, this goal may run counter to the intended effect of the update. The
Technical Committee should be made aware of these conditions and the developer should offer a plan
for ameliorating the risk or managing the requirement for version control.

Collaboration Tools
Project Tracking and Process for Issue Resolution
RBDMS user support takes many forms. Examples include telephone and remote support (Terminal
Services and/or Virtual Private Network), project tracking through secured Web site (SharePoint or
Assembla), code sharing, bi-annual training events, and open-attendance telephone and Web
conferencing. Onsite consulting support also is available when deemed necessary.
User feedback for project development efforts is best consolidated through an agency liaison with the
development team. The RBDMS developers have been using a Microsoft SharePoint site
(https://www.rbdmsonline.org/Projects) for comment consolidation, although this platform may change
in the near future. The following workflow has been defined for each item posted in the SharePoint
forum.







Active: Item is posted by the agency liaison as an action item for the project manager to assign
to a developer.
Ready for In-house Testing: The developer has addressed the item and has re-assigned it for inhouse (development team) testing and review.
Resolved: The item has passed development team internal testing and is ready for agency
testing and review.
Closed: The agency has tested the item and accepted the development team’s resolution.
(Re)Active: The agency requests some further related action.
On Hold (with Reason): The item cannot be addressed at the current time for a stated reason.

Source Code Management: Source Gear Vault
The RBDMS.NET developers have been using SourceGear Vault 6.0 Professional to manage source code
(http://sourcegear.com/vault/downloads.html), and additional licenses for other development team
members can be purchased for $450 each. Each Vault user license provides the right to have one named
user account on one Vault server. There is no separate pricing for client and server software.
The proposed protocol for routine updates of source code is that clean, compiled .dlls for the
component modules of each RBDMS installation should be stored in an appropriately named folder
upon readiness for use in development. Source code for the base libraries should be made available only
through special permission of the RBDMS Technical Committee and the GWPC Technical Director.
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APPENDIX

Generic Top-level RBDMS.NET Processes and Schema
The GWPC has usually encouraged its agency user base to “adopt and adapt” RBDMS to their specific
data collection and analytical requirements, which are often statutorily imposed and therefore
inviolable. This tolerance for adaptation has been a source of RBDMS’s great appeal since its inception.
However, the question of what constitutes an RBDMS core database schema that can be used as a
starting point for an installation also has been a source of much workshop discussion and late-night
table pounding. Indeed, identifying specific table.field inclusions as “firmly core” or “moderately core”
or “agency-specific” has largely been an academic exercise across RBDMS history. Although top-level
consistency has been achieved with respect to RBDMS.NET tables, the introduction of locally required
data elements has continued to be tolerated within “core RBDMS” database schema.

Core Processes for RBDMS.NET Oil and Gas
RBDMS development has matured from the early “procedural programming” days to the currently more
sophisticated understanding of object-related design and development. Therefore, the exercise of
revisiting the notion of core RBDMS should adopt an approach that favors the use of an RBDMS
framework. A significantly different emphasis is now needed, one that focuses on objects and their
attributes to support core RBDMS processes for oil and gas industry regulation in addition to top-level
tables. Within the RBDMS domain, these core processes are defined through the following required use
cases:
Navigation


Find records.



Write Modify Date on record create and update.



Write Modify User on record create and update.

Entity


Create Entity.



Write Entity Dates.



Create, Edit, and Delete Entity Roles.



Create, Edit, and Delete Entity Addresses by Role.



Create, Edit, and Delete Communication records by Address.



Create and View associations between related Entities (Agents, Parents, Employees, and
Subsidiaries).



Create, Edit, and Delete associations if Entities with Payments.

Bond


Create, Edit, and Delete Bonds.



Write Bond Dates.



Add and Delete Bond associations with Operator.



Add and Delete Well associations to/from Bond.
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Add, Edit, and Delete Bond Instruments.



Associate a Bond to BondLink.



Associate BondLink with WellKey, FacilityKey, etc.



Create, Edit, and Delete associations of Bonds with Payments.

Well


Create, Edit, and Delete Wells.



Assign and re-assign Well ID numbers (usually but not necessarily API numbers) based on statespecific business logic and tied to a security right.



Create Well association with Operator.



Add, Edit, and Delete Well addresses.



Add, Edit, and Delete Well aliases.



Apply state-specific business logic for calculation of well type and status.



Write Well Dates.



Create Gas Allowables test result record and write WellLink.



Create Inactive Well status report records and write WellLink.



Create Well Test Report records and write WellLink.



Manage annual well fees.



Calculate Levels of Protection for Wells in an Area of Review (pending in RBDMS.NET).



Create, Edit, and Delete associations of Wells with Payments.

Construct


Create, Edit, and Delete multiple construct records (API 11-14) for each top-level API-10 well.



Create, Edit, and Delete multiple Locations for each lateral record.



Create, Edit, and Delete multiple Formation records for each construct record.



Create, Edit, and Delete multiple Perforation records for each construct record.



Create, Edit, and Delete multiple Casing records for each construct record.



Create, Edit, and Delete multiple Cement records for each casing record.



Create, edit, and Delete multiple CementClass records for each Cement record.



Create, Edit, and Delete multiple stimulation records for each construct.



Create, Edit, and Delete multiple Stage records for each Stimulation record.



Create, Edit, and Delete a Flowback record for each Stimulation record.



Create, Edit, and Delete Perforations for each Stage.

Transfer


Transfer Wells from one operator to another.
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Transfer Wells from one operator’s bond to another operator’s bond.



Transfer Facilities from one operator to another.

Permit


Create, Edit, and Void Permits.



Create, Edit, and Delete Permit Dates.



Create a Well record from a Permit.



Create core Permit types: Original Permit to Drill Well, Workover/Reenter Well, Transfer Well,
Register Operator, Create Bond, Plug Well.



Get Inspector By(County, Lat-Long, TRS, etc.).



Create, Edit and Delete an association of a Permit with a Facility.



Create a Facility from an approved Permit record.



Write PermitLink to Well.



Write PermitLink to Facility.



Create, Edit, and Delete associations with Payment records with a Permit.



Create, Edit, and Delete associations of Permits with Payment.

Inspect


Create, Edit, and Delete an inspection.



Associate an inspection to a well or facility.



Associate an inspector to an inspection.



Create, Edit, Delete, and Copy Citations.

Surface Facilities


Create, Edit, and Delete a Facility record, e.g., surface facility, sub-surface facility (e.g., coal
pillars, gas storage caverns).



Create and edit associations of facilities with an Entity.

Groups


Create Groups (Sites) to associate top-level objects (wells, facilities, entities, etc.).



Add and Delete group members.



Write PermitLinks, FacilityLinks, WellLinks, EntityLinks (for Subscribers) as required for group
members.



Create SiteLocs to associate Site ID, WellKey, MineKey, CoalPillarKey, etc.

Hearings and Docket


Create, Edit, and Delete Hearing records.



Create, Edit, and Delete Docket items.
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Create, Edit, and Delete associations of Wells, Facilities, and Groups with a Docket item.



Create, Edit, and Delete associations of Entities with a Docket item.



Create, Edit, and Delete associations of Payment records with a Docket item.



Create, Edit, and Delete Hearing Dates.

Payments, Invoices, Deposits


Create, Edit, and Void Payment records.



Create, Edit, and Delete Invoice records.



Create, Edit, and Delete associations of Invoices with Entities.



Calculate Invoice totals on the basis on input of credits and debits.



Create, Edit, and Delete Deposit records.



Accrue Payments to Deposits.

Reference


Add and Delete RefCode groups.



Add RefCode members.



Add, Edit, and Delete Formations.



Add, Edit, and Delete County information.



Add, Edit, and Delete reference Pools.



Add, Edit, and Delete reference Fields.



Add, Edit, and Delete reference Products.



Add, Edit, and Delete reference Chemicals.

Notifications


Create, Edit, and Delete Alerts.



Add and Delete Tasks from Alerts.



Subscribe and Unsubscribe to Alerts.

Top-level Tables for RBDMS.NET for Oil and Gas
Suggestions for Preserving the Core
The Technical Committee has on multiple occasions trued up its assessment of the “core” database
schema. These decisions should continue to be re-validated at some level as technology changes are
gradually accepted. However, moving forward, at least two and probably more alternatives are available
to preserve the RBDMS.NET “core.”
One way would be to require that locally required fields be added in sub tables. For example, if core
RBDMS.NET includes a table named Entity and an agency wishes to include additional fields, those fields
could be added to a table called Entity_SS, for state-specific, a convention now used in eForm.
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As a second alternative, the core DAL could be defined using the designer and the agency-specific
aspects could be added in code, thus keeping the entire collection of fields in the same physical table.
The entity relationship diagrams presented in this section demonstrate that top-level table consistency
for RBDMS.NET has been generally achieved nationally. These tables are being consistently re-used
because they support those essential use-case business processes listed in the section above, which
should indicate that they are core to some degree or other.
However, the exercise of ruling which tables are core and which are agency-specific has not been
attempted here. If such an exercise is contemplated, the developers recommend that relationships
between these tables should be defined in a flexible way so as to be constant. For example, while a
Bond always has an Operator, it may have zero-to-many BondLinks. This definition allows for either
bonding at the operator level or the well level.
If a review of the fields in these top-level tables is undertaken, the review should focus on the least
possible number of inclusions to constitute core RBDMS.NET. Each table should include an integer
primary key, ModifyDate (smalldatetime16), and ModifyUser (varchar30) fields. Additional, specific
foreign key fields should be added as needed to define agency-specific relationships between modules.

Entity Relationship Diagrams
Entity
The following structure is used in IN, MS, PA, AL, and is slated for use in UT.
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Bond
The following structure is used in IN, MS, PA, AL, and is slated for use in UT.
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Well_Construct_Loc
With minor variations, the following structure is used in IN, MS, PA, AL, and is slated for use in UT.

Area of Review
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Well_Inspect
Mississippi
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Indiana
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Well_Construct_Hydraulic Fracturing
Base HF Module
Red-ringed tables were approved for use in RBDMS.NET by the Technical Committee in January 2011.
The variation proposed for use in Pennsylvania follows.
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Pennsylvania
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Permit
Mississippi
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Pennsylvania

Indiana
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Production and Injection Reporting
While production and injection modules vary significantly by state, commonality is supported nationally
by the eReport schema (http://www.rbdmsonline.org/xml/ver3_6Doc/eReport3_6About.html). The
following entity relationship diagram shows the Mississippi module:
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Hearings and Docket
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Financial

Surface Facility
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Reference, Filtering
The following tables are standard inclusions for RBDMS.NET.
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Alerts
These tables are standard for RBDMS.NET installations that use the Notifications module.
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